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Abstract

In industrial experimentation, time and material costs are often at a premium. In

designing an experiment, one needs to balance the desire for sufficient experimental

runs to provide adequate data analysis, with the need to conduct a cost-effective

experiment. A common compromise is the use of fractional factorial (FF) designs,

in which only a fraction of the total possible runs is utilized.

After discussing the basic concepts of FF designs, we introduce the fractional

factorial split-plot (FFSP) design. Such designs occur frequently, because certain

factors are often harder to vary than others, thus imposing randomization restric-

tions.

This thesis examines two techniques aimed at reducing run size that have not

been greatly explored in the FFSP setting — nonregular designs and semifoldover

designs. We show that these designs offer competitive alternatives to the more

standard regular and full foldover designs and we produce tables of optimal designs

in both scenarios.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In experimental design, the primary goal is to properly model a product or process

and identify factors that will have a significant effect on the outcome or response.

The experimental runs must also be performed in the context of real world con-

straints, which will put a premium on both the time and cost associated with con-

ducting the experiment. In a common screening design with n factors, where each

factor has two possible levels, running every possible treatment combination, would

take 2n trials. As n increases, the number of runs that have to be conducted to

run a full factorial design increases at an exponential rate, often beyond the scope

of practicality. To accommodate this, it is often desirable to run only a subset of

the treatment combinations. By performing only a fraction of the original runs, a

fractional factorial (FF) design can be a desirable compromise. This chapter will

introduce the basic design construction and selection principles of two common de-

signs, the two-level FF design and the two-level fractional factorial split-plot (FFSP)

design.
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1.1 Fractional Factorial Designs

In a full factorial experiment of n factors, where each factor has a high and a low

setting (denoted + and - respectively), all 2n combinations of factor levels are run.

An example of such a design for n = 4 can be seen in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: A 24 Full Factorial Design

Run A B C D
1 - - - -
2 - - - +
3 - - + -
4 - - + +
5 - + - -
6 - + - +
7 - + + -
8 - + + +
9 + - - -
10 + - - +
11 + - + -
12 + - + +
13 + + - -
14 + + - +
15 + + + -
16 + + + +

As full factorial designs can be costly in terms of time and materials, it is often

desirable to reduce the run size by performing an FF design. To create an FF

design we wish to reduce the run size of the experiment from 2n to a more feasible

run size of 2n−k. Suppose, for example, that it was necessary to reduce the 24 full

factorial experiment with 16 runs to a design with 8 runs. That is, suppose we want

to construct a 24−1 FF design. This is done by running all 23 possible treatment
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combinations of the first three factors, but defining a “rule” for setting the level of

the fourth factor as a product of the others. Let us consider such a design where

we produce the levels of D according to the relation D = AB. The resulting design

is shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2: A 24−1 FF Design

Run A B C D = AB
1 - - - +
2 - - + +
3 - + - -
4 - + + -
5 + - - -
6 + - + -
7 + + - +
8 + + + +

We say that this design has n − k = 4 − 1 = 3 basic factors and k = 1 added

factor. For a 2n−k FF design, the original 2n full factorial design is reduced to be

a 2−k fraction, in this case a 2−1 = 1
2

fraction, of its original size. Every possible

FF design is uniquely described by the selection rule of the added factors. We call

ABD a word in the combinatorial sense and say that it generates the design. Both

the word ABD and the relationship D = AB are said to be generators. As the

column D is equal to the product of AB, the column obtained by multiplying A,B

and D would be equal to the identity vector I = (+,+,+,+,+,+,+,+)T . Thus we

can obtain what we call the defining relation or defining contrast subgroup (DCS)

of the design by the relation:

I = ABD.

The relation is called a DCS as the words in the DCS are a subgroup of a larger
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mathematical group. The larger group is considered to be all possible words made

up of the factors in the design, plus the identity column under multiplication modulo

2. To see, this we note that the words have the following properties:

1. There is an identity element I.

2. Each element has a multiplicative inverse, itself. (i.e. B ×B = I).

3. It has a valid multiplicative operation such that the relationship A × A = I

and A×B = AB for any factors A,B.

4. It is closed under multiplication (×).

For a large number of factors, it is common for there to be more than one added

factor in the design. If this is the case, the property of closure under multiplication

(×) tells us that we must also include the product of all combinations of generators

in our DCS.

Example Consider the 25−2 design with generators ABD and ACE. This would

have DCS

I = ABD = ACE = BCDE

as ABD×ACE = A2BCDE = BCDE. Using the multiplicative operation, we can

find not only the defining relation but all other possible relations that identify which

effects are aliased with each other. For example, if I = ABD = ACE = BCDE

then A = BD = CE = ABCDE. By multiplying each possible factor through the

DCS until we get a series of relations including each possible factor, we produce the

aliasing chains for the design. In this example we would have:
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I = ABD = ACE = BCDE,

A = BD = CE = ABCDE,

B = AD = ABCE = CDE,

C = ABCD = AE = BDE,

D = AB = ACDE = BCE,

E = ABDE = AC = BCD,

BC = ACD = ABE = DE,

CD = ABC = ADE = BE.

These aliasing chains have implications for the analysis of the design. Each

effect becomes indistinguishable in analysis from the other effects in its aliasing

chain and we say that they are aliased or completely aliased. Factor effects which

are not aliased with main effects or two factor interactions are called clear. Aliasing

of low-order effects (main effects and two-factor interactions) creates an issue as it

makes it difficult to ascertain which effects are influencing the response variable.

Thus, a judicious choice of generators is important when selecting a design. To

help alleviate these issues as much as possible, there are a few basic design selection

principles that are taken into account (see Montgomery, 2009):

1. The sparsity of effects principle: in the presence of many variables, it is most

likely that the process is driven by a few low-order effects (main effects or two

factor interactions).
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2. The hierarchy of effects principle: if a higher order term is significant, the

lower-order terms that compromise it are likely to be significant. For example,

if AB is significant, then main effects A and B are also likely to be significant.

3. In general, main effects are more likely to be significant than two-factor in-

teractions, which are in turn, more likely to be significant than three-factor

interactions, etc.

Using these principles, there are several widely used criteria to determine the

optimal FF design for a given n and k. The simplest such criterion is the number

of clear low-order effects. As low-order effects are the most likely effects to be

significant, it is reasonable that we would want to optimize the number of clear

low-order effects. In our example of the 25−2 design, we can see from the aliasing

chains that this design possesses no clear low order effects. If one wishes to run a

25−2 design, this must be done for each potential set of generators, and the defining

relation which produces the highest number of clear low-order effects would indicate

the optimal 25−2 FF design to be run.

Another commonly adopted criterion is the minimum aberration (MA) criterion.

Before this can be introduced, we require some further notation. From our preceding

example of finding aliasing chains, we see that the shorter the words that appear in

the defining relation, the smaller the order of the words that are aliased. A word

comprised of three factors (that is, of length 3), will alias main effects with two-

factor interactions whereas a word of length 4 will alias main effects with three-factor

interactions, and 2 two-factor interactions with each other. Hence, it is desirable to

minimize words of shorter length in the DCS.
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Definition 1.1.1. The word length pattern (WLP) of a design D with n factors is

defined by the vector

W = (A3, A4, ..., An)

where Ai is the number of words of length i that appear in the DCS.

Though the WLP is derived from the DCS (which is unique to the design),

WLPs are not necessarily unique amongst designs possessing the same values of n

and k. The lowest word length to appear in WLP is called the resolution. The MA

criterion seeks to sequentially minimize the words of shortest length that appear in

the DCS.

Definition 1.1.2. For two designs D1 and D2, D1 will be preferred over D2 if

Ar (D1) < Ar (D2) where r is the smallest integer i such that Ai (D1) 6= Ai (D2). A

design is said to be an MA design if it is superior to all other designs of the same

2n−k structure with respect to the MA criterion.

Example: Consider the following two 27−3 designs. Design 1 has generators ABE,

ACF and BCG. Design 2 has generators ABCDE, ABCF and CDG. Their

respective DCS’s are:

1. I = ABE = ACF = BCG = BCEF = ACEG = ABFG = EFG

2. I = ABCDE = ABCF = CDG = DEF = ABEG = ABDFG = CEFG

and they have WLPs defined by

1. (4,3,0,0,0)
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2. (2,3,2,0,0).

As the lowest word length for which the two designs differ is 3, and 2 < 4, we

say that design 2 has less aberration than design 1 and is the preferred design under

the MA criterion even though both designs have resolution III. As they are both,

in a sense, attempting to minimize words of lower order, it is common for the MA

criterion to agree with the design with the maximum number of clear low-order

effects; however, this is not always the case (see Wu and Hamada 2000). Tables of

MA two-level designs can be found in Mee (2009).

1.2 Fractional Factorial Split-plot Designs

In the simplest setting, FF designs are run as completely randomized designs

(CRDs). In CRDs each treatment combination is carried out in a completely ran-

dom order. However, this is not always possible. Often, there will be randomization

restrictions that must be imposed on the experiment as certain factors are harder

to vary than others. To accommodate this, Fisher (1925) introduced the split-plot

design. Historically, the split-plot design was used in an agricultural context (see

Yates 1935) when certain treatments could only be applied to large strips of land,

whereas other treatments could be varied within those strips. Currently, the focus of

split-plot designs is in an industrial setting (see applications in Bingham and Sitter,

2001 and Box and Jones, 1992). In industrial settings, split-plot experiments arise

when material and/or labour costs are high, making it less desirable to completely

randomize the run order. The factor-level settings of hard to vary factors are held

constant for several consecutive runs so that materials can be reused or, the time
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associated with changing the settings can be saved. Box and Jones (1992) give an

example of manufacturing a cake. While the ingredients must be mixed in large

batches, these batches can be subdivided for baking. Thus the composition of the

cake mix is the hard to vary factor and the baking conditions (such as temperature

setting of the oven and length of baking) are the easy to vary factors. Thus, it is

desirable to keep the cake mix constant for several batches to prevent the waste.

In a 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) FFSP design we have n factors that are divided into n1

whole-plot (WP) factors (those factors that are hard to vary) and n2 split-plot or

sub-plot (SP) factors (those factors that are easy to vary). Since running the full

factorial experiment is often prohibitively expensive, we designate k1 and k2 to be

the added WP and SP factors, respectively. For ease of notation, we will denote

WP factors by capital letters beginning at A and SP factors by lower-case letters

beginning at p. The WP factors will divide the experiment into whole-plots. In

the whole-plots, the WP factors remain constant but the SP factors vary. Thus,

the whole-plots act as blocks for the SP factors in analysis. Unlike the FF CRDs

considered at the beginning of the introduction, when running the split-plot design

a WP will first be randomly selected and all of the treatment combinations in that

WP will be run in random order before selecting another.

As seen previously, the k1 and k2 added factors create generators for the design.

Each 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) design can be uniquely described by its set of generators.

Example: Consider constructing a 2(4+3)−(1+1) FFSP design where D = ABC and

r = pq. Its design matrix can be found in Table 1.3

In this design, we see that the 32 runs have been divided in nw = 2n1−k1 =

9



Table 1.3: A 2(4+3)−(1+1) FFSP Design

Run A B C D = ABC p q r = pq
1 - - - - - - -
2 - - - - - + +
3 - - - - + - +
4 - - - - + + -
5 - - + + - - -
6 - - + + - + +
7 - - + + + - +
8 - - + + + + -
9 - + - + - - -
10 - + - + - + +
11 - + - + + - +
12 - + - + + + -
13 - + + - - - -
14 - + + - - + +
15 - + + - + - +
16 - + + - + + -
17 + - - + - - -
18 + - - + - + +
19 + - - + + - +
20 + - - + + + -
21 + - + - - - -
22 + - + - - + +
23 + - + - + - +
24 + - + - + + -
25 + + - - - - -
26 + + - - - + +
27 + + - - + - +
28 + + - - + + -
29 + + + + - - -
30 + + + + - + +
31 + + + + + - +
32 + + + + + + -

2(4−1) = 8 WPs. Within each of these WPs, the WP factors do not change. Each
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WP has within it ns = 2(3−1) = 4 distinct SP treatment combinations. We say that

this design has an 8:4 structure, i.e., 8 WPs with 4 SPs per WP. Similar to the FF

setting, this design has DCS I = ABCD = pqr = ABCDpqr and WLP (1,1,0,0,1).

However, we must pay attention when selecting our design generators. In the

FFSP setting, there are certain restrictions on the selection of generators to ensure

that the implied design conforms to the split-plot structure. Namely,

1. WP added factors can be comprised solely of WP basic factors. The inclusion

of an SP factor would cause the WP added factor to vary within the WP.

2. SP added factors must contain at least one SP basic factor. This ensures that

the SP added factor will vary within each WP.

When ranking these designs, principles from the FF setting still apply and it is

common to use the MA criterion. Catalogs of MA FFSP designs can be found in

Huang, Chang and Voelkel (1998) and Bingham and Sitter (2001). In the FFSP

setting, however, assigning equal importance to all low order main effects may not

be the goal. To see this, we must look at the variance structure of the model.

In the simplest setting of a balanced split-plot design, where there is one WP

factor A with a levels (using a randomized complete block design at the WP level),

one SP factor B with b levels and the experiment is replicated r times, Montgomery

(2009, pg. 560) gives the linear statistical model associated with the design as

yijk = µ+ τi + βj + (τβ)ij + γk + (βγ)jk + εijk (1.1)

where i = 1, 2, ..., r; j = 1, 2, ..., a; and k = 1, 2, ..., b. Here
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• µ is a constant.

• The τi are independent N(0, σ2
τ ).

• The βj and γk are fixed effects such that
∑
βj =

∑
γk = 0.

• The (τβ)ij are independent N(0, σ2
τβ).

• The (βγ)jk are fixed effects such that
∑

j(βγ)jk = 0 for all k and
∑

k(βγ)jk = 0

for all j.

• The εijk are independent N(0, σ2).

• The τi, (τβ)ij, and εij are pairwise independent.

The model terms and their expected mean squares are given by Montgomery

(2009) in Table 1.4:

Table 1.4: Expected Mean Squares of a Split-Plot Design

Model Term Expected Mean Square
τi Block (Repetition) effects σ2 + abσ2

τ

βj WP effects σ2 + bσ2
τβ +

rbΣβ2
j

a− 1
(τβ)ij WP error σ2 + bσ2

τβ

γk SP effects σ2 +
raΣγ2k

(ab− 1)

(βγ)jk WP×SP effects σ2 +
rΣΣ(βγ)2jk

(a− 1)(b− 1)
ε(ijk) SP error σ2

We see that there are two distinct variances, the WP variance σ2 + bσ2
τβ = σ2

wp

and the SP variance σ2 = σ2
sp. In testing, effects will either be tested against σ2

wp

12



or σ2
sp according to the following rules:

• WP factors and effects comprised solely of WP factors are tested against σ2
wp.

• Effects which are aliased with effects consisting entirely of WP factors are

tested against σ2
w.

• All other effects are tested against σ2
s .

As the SP error term tends to be smaller than the WP error term (Montgomery,

2009), where possible, it is desirable to have more effects tested against the SP error

to allow for greater precision. Thus, a reasonable optimality criterion, in the split-

plot context, might include the maximum number of clear effects tested against the

SP error. Another optimality criterion to be considered in the following chapter

involves re-weighting the length of SP words so that the MA criterion will focus

more heavily on minimizing the length of words tested against the SP error.

As noted earlier, split-plot designs are generally useful structures for experiments

in the presence of randomization restrictions. In industrial experiments, the imple-

mentation of randomization restrictions is often necessary in a setting that depends

on cost-efficiency. Having introduced the concept of split-plot designs, the follow-

ing two chapters will explore further scenarios (namely nonregular and semifoldover

designs) to reduce run sizes and overall cost.
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Chapter 2

Nonregular Designs

In the introduction, split-plot designs were used for experiments where certain fac-

tors are hard to vary. We briefly considered design selection and analysis according

to several criteria including the MA criterion and the number of clear low order ef-

fects. Throughout the examples, regular designs were considered whereby the set of

effects were either completely aliased (and whose product was the identity element)

or completely clear (and were orthogonal to one another). Such designs allow for

easier analysis and construction. However, there are drawbacks to this approach.

In the use of regular designs, one is limited to run sizes which are powers of 2. The

size of there designs increases exponentially. This can be undesirable as split-plot

designs are commonly used in industrial experimentation, where time and resources

are at a premium. One compromise, that has not been thoroughly explored in the

literature for split-plot designs, is the construction of nonregular designs.

In the nonregular setting, designs are constructed from orthogonal arrays (OAs).

Although individual columns are orthogonal with one another, higher order effects

may not be either completely clear or completely aliased; they are partially aliased.
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Current papers on nonregular designs in the split-plot setting consider some general

guidelines for constructing nonregular designs, but are not necessarily appropriate

for finding globally optimal designs. Examples of this include Kulahci and Bisgaard

(2005), who construct nonregular split-plot designs by combining Plackett-Burman

designs with two-level FF designs, and Kulahci (2007) who also uses projections of

Plackett-Burman designs. Kowalski (2002) suggested using the technique of semi-

folding as a way of constructing nonregular designs but, without a way to systemat-

ically find or rank such designs. This concept will be further examined in Chapter

3. Jones and Goos (2008) consider nonregular split-plot designs but their focus is

on D-optimality and they are not concerned with aliasing structure, the approach

taken in this thesis.

In this chapter, we will examine a method of constructing all OAs for designs

of size N = 12, 16, 20 and 24 with between 2 and 6 WP factors. For each set of

designs, we will consider how to rank the designs according to the extended word

length pattern (EWLP) criterion to find globally optimal designs for the following

5 different split-plot experimental scenarios:

1. Basic screening

2. Screening with emphasis on SP effects

3. Screening with emphasis on WP effects

4. Robust parameter design with control factors at the SP level

5. Robust parameter design with control factors at the WP level
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Catalogs for each scenario and possible combinations of run size and number of WPs

will be presented. This is followed by a discussion of how the optimal nonregular

split-plot designs, according to the EWLP criterion, compare to optimal nonregular

split-plot designs from other criteria (primarily focusing on D-optimality).

2.1 Design Construction

In constructing a split-plot design of size N , with n1 and n2 WP and SP factors

respectively, we first utilize each design from the catalogs of all nonisomorphic OAs

with columns x1, x2, ..., xn. Two OAs are considered to be isomorphic if one can be

produced from the other by re-arranging the run or column order. For N = 12, 16

and 20 the tables of Sun, Li and Ye (2002) were used. The complete catalog for

N = 24 sized designs with n = n1+n2 ≤ 8 is currently not available in the literature

and was produced using the technique of Sun et al. (2002) by Dr. William Li. Dr.

Li collaborated on a paper, which is in submission, that stemmed from this research.

For a given N × n OA the number of WP factors, n1, is first specified and it

must be determined which of the n columns will be assigned as WP factors. Each of

the
(
n
n1

)
possible combination of columns are considered from the given OA. If, for a

given set of n1 columns, every distinct level combination appears the same number

of times, denoted by nw, then the columns will conform to the split-plot structure

allowing for an equal number of SPs per WP. If the n1 columns conform to this

criterion we say that they are eligible otherwise they are deemed ineligible and they

will not be used to construct a design. For each eligible collection of columns we

will assign them to be the n1 WP factors with the remaining n2 columns assigned
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Table 2.1: A 16-Run OA (x3 = x1x2) Arranged Into Split-Plot Designs with (a) 4:4
Structure and (b) 8:2 Structure

Design (a) Design (b)
Run x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5

1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
2 1 -1 1 -1
3 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1
4 1 1 1 -1
5 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
6 1 1 1 -1
7 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1
8 1 -1 1 -1
9 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1
10 1 1 1 1
11 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
12 1 -1 1 1
13 1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1
14 1 -1 1 1
15 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1
16 1 1 1 1

as SP factors with ns =
N

nw
SPs per WP. An OA with an imposed ordering of WP

and SP factors is called a design with an S = nw : ns structure.

Example: In Table 2.1, two nonregular split-plot designs are created from the same

OA. Each design exhibits a different split-plot structure depending upon the selec-

tion of the columns for the WPs. In design (a), columns x1, x2 and x3 are selected

to be the n1 = 3 WP factors with the remaining columns, x4 and x5, being the SP

factors. We can see that there are four possible treatment combinations amongst

the WP columns, each of which appear four times: (-1,-1,1), (-1,1,-1), (1,-1,-1) and

(1,1,1). Thus there are nw = 4 WPs with ns = 16
4

= 4 SPs per WP giving a
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4:4 structure. This is in contrast to design (b), which comes from the same OA.

By selecting columns x1, x4 and x5 as the WP factors, there are now 8 possible

treatment combinations amongst the WP factors, each of which appear twice: (-

1,-1,-1),(-1,-1,1),(-1,1,-1),(-1,1,1),(1,-1,-1),(1,-1,1)(1,1,-1) and (1,1,1). This imposes

a nonregular split-plot design with nw = 8 WPs with n2 = 16
8

= 2 SPs per WP,

yielding an 8:2 structure.

To find globally optimal results, for each N , n, n1 and n2 of interest, all possible

designs that could be constructed from the nonisomorphic OAs are found. Each

eligible design is assessed according to the desired optimality criterion (in this thesis,

the MA criterion) over the scenarios of interest. This method for searching through

designs is similar to the method of replacement (Wu and Hamada, 2000, pg. 260).

This technique has been previously used in the nonregular setting for constructing

blocked two-level factorial designs by (Cheng, Li and Ye, 2004). In table 2.2, all of

the structures considered in this thesis are summarized and a reference is given for

the table that displays the optimal design.

Though it is not strictly necessary when finding optimal designs, a further re-

striction is imposed on the designs that are considered against the MA criterion. A

generally desirable feature of a design, is that it be balanced or nearly balanced. A

design with an even number of SPs per WP is considered balanced if each SP factor

level occurs the same number of times within each WP. That is, the sum of the

levels of any column representing a SP factor must be 0 within each WP. A design

with an odd number of SPs per WP is considered nearly balanced if the number of

occurrences of the lower (-1) and higher (+1) levels per SP factor, within each WP,

differs only by 1. That is, the sum of the levels of any column representing a SP
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Table 2.2: A Summary of the Constructed Optimal Orthogonal Split-Plot Designs
(Assuming Balance at the SP Level)

N n1 n2 S Proposed OA
12 1 3 ≤ n2 ≤ 9 2:6 Appendix A

2 2 ≤ n2 ≤ 8 4:3
16 1 4 ≤ n2 ≤ 9 2:8 Appendix B

2 3 ≤ n2 ≤ 8 4:4
3 2 ≤ n2 ≤ 7 8:2
3 2 ≤ n2 ≤ 7 4:4

4-6 2 ≤ n2 ≤ 6 8:2
20 1 4 ≤ n2 ≤ 9 2:10 Appendix C

2 3 ≤ n2 ≤ 8 4:5
24 1 4 ≤ n2 ≤ 7 2:12 Appendix D

2 3 ≤ n2 ≤ 6 4:6
3 2 ≤ n2 ≤ 5 8:3

factor is +1 or -1 within each WP for a nearly balanced design. The motivation for

considering balanced or nearly balanced designs is that it allows for SP factors to

be uncorrelated with WP factors in analysis.

In the regular FF setting, we identified each design by using a DCS which tracked

completely aliased words with one another. Lacking the presence of a DCS in the

nonregular setting, each of these designs is instead represented by an indicator func-

tion. This method was first proposed by Ye (2003) and was expanded notationally

by Loeppky, Bingham and Sitter (2006). The indicator function gives a polynomial

representation of the design, such that, the polynomial coefficients can be used to

calculate the degree of aliasing between the factors comprising the various effects.

Definition 2.1.1. Suppose A is a nonregular design where A ⊂ D and D is the 2n

full factorial design. Also, let XI (x) =
∏

i∈I xi where I ∈ P and P is the power set

of {x1, x2, ..., xn} and x = x1, x2, ..., xn denotes a particular treatment combination
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in A. (Here we are denoting x1 = A, x2 = B, etc.) The indicator function of A in

its polynomial form is given by

FA (x) =
∑
I∈P

aIXI (x)

where

aI =
1

2n

∑
x∈A

XI (x)

and a∅ = N
2n
, N being the number of treatment combinations in A.

To see this, consider the design in table 2.3. It has indicator function:

FA(x1, x2, x3, x4) =
1

16
(12− 4x1x2x3 − 4x1x2x4 + 4x1x3x4 + 4x2x3x4 − 4x1x2x3x4)

As stated, this indicator function can be used to determine the amount of alias-

ing, and in essence the degree of correlation, between the effects in a given word.

The degree of aliasing is given by aI
a∅

. For example, the degree of aliasing between x1

and x2x3 is given by
ax1x2x3
a∅

= − 4
16
÷ 12

16
= −1

3
. Factors comprising effects that do not

appear in the indicator function, as they have a coefficient of zero, are considered

unaliased (orthogonal) with one another. Effects that are completely aliased with

one another will have aI
a∅

equal to 1 or -1. Words that are partially aliased will have

−1 < aI
a∅
< 1.

With the presence of partial aliasing, previously defined word lengths in the FF

setting are not appropriate as, not all effects that appear in the indicator necessarily

have the same degree of aliasing. To accommodate this, Li, Lin and Ye (2003)
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proposed an adjustment factor to determine word lengths. Any effect that appears

in the indicator function will have a word length equal to the number of factors in

the word plus the adjustment factor of 1 −
∣∣∣aIa∅ ∣∣∣. This is called an adjusted word

length. This is, in a sense, a penalty function which increases the aberration for

words with higher degrees of aliasing, despite having the same number of factors in

the word. We see that this adjusted word length is in accordance with our previous

definition of word length for terms which are completely aliased, as such terms will

have an adjustment factor of 1-1=0. As the words in nonregular designs may now

have fractional word lengths, we must redefine our previous word length pattern to

that of an EWLP. The EWLP of an N -run design, with n factors, is given by

[
(
g3, g3+ 1

t
, . . . , g3+ t−1

t

)
,
(
g4, g4+ 1

t
, . . . , g4+ t−1

t

)
, . . . ,

(
gn, gn+ 1

t
, . . . , gn+ t−1

t

)
] (2.1)

where t = N
4

and gi denotes the number of words of length i. Deng and Tang

(1999) showed that these entries in the EWLP were the only possible fractional

parts to word lengths in the 2-level design setting. Using this definition, the design

in table 2.3 has EWLP given by [(0,0,4),(0,0,1)] which has resolution R = 3.67.

2.2 Design Scenarios

One advantage of FFSP designs is that the presence of SP factors allows such designs

to be applied to a wider variety of design settings. Five possible design scenarios

that can be considered are:

1. Basic Screening
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Table 2.3: A 12-Run Nonregular Design With n = 4

X1 X2 X3 X4

1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 -1
1 -1 1 1
-1 1 -1 1
-1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 -1 -1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1
-1 1 1 1
1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1

2. Screening, with emphasis on SP factors

3. Screening, with emphasis on WP factors

4. Robust Parameter Design (RPD), with control factors at the SP level

5. RPD, with control factors at the WP level

Scenario (1), basic screening, assumes that all effects of the same order are of

equal importance to one another and is thereby governed by the same selection

criteria as that in the FF setting. Effects of lower order are more likely to be

significant than effects of higher order and words of the same order are equally

likely to be significant. Here, the practitioner places equal emphasis on both the SP

and WP factors. Designs are ranked using the EWLP, as defined in equation 2.1.

Scenario (2), screening with emphasis on SP factors, assumes that the factors at

the SP level are of greater importance in analysis. As it is generally more desirable
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for terms to be compared to the smaller split-plot variance, σ2
SP , due to the greater

precision in estimation, it is possible in some instances to construct designs that

assign the factors of higher interest to be SP factors. Other advantages include the

high number of degrees of freedom that are typically assigned to the SP terms and

the increased homogeneity within as opposed to across WPs (see Kempthorne, 1952;

Addelman, 1964; Bisgaard, 2000). To reflect this scenario, we will adjust the word

lengths to increase the length of words with WP factors by .5 for each WP factor.

Thus low order words, for example, have lengths S=1, W=1.5, SS=2, WS=2.5 and

WW=3. A list of the lengths of words with 5 factors or less, for this scenario and

the other 4 scenarios, can be found in table 2.4.

Scenario (3), screening with emphasis on WP factors, assumes that the factors

at the WP level are of greater importance in analysis. While it is true that WP

factors are generally not estimated with the same deal of precision as SP factors,

(see Goos, Langhans and Vandebroek (2006)) due to constraints on the experiment,

it is sometimes necessary for the factors of interest to be at the WP level. Here,

the word lengths are determined similarly to those in scenario (2). That is, words

will have their length increased by .5 for each SP factor that is present, in order to

de-emphasize these effects, when assessed according the to MA criterion.

Scenarios (4) and (5) deal with robust parameter designs. These designs arise

due to the presence of noise factors, which are factors that cannot be controlled

in practice except artificially in the experimental setting. It is clear why split-plot

designs lend themselves particularly well to RPDs, as its factors are also divided into

two distinct groups. The purpose of RPDs is to allow careful selection of the level

of the other factors, called control factors, to reduce the variation in the product
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or process created by the presence of the noise factors. Using the control factors,

we want to make the response of interest as robust to noise as possible. Further

discussion of this can be seen in Wu and Hamada (2000).

An example of such an experiment is the longevity of a sneaker. While it is

possible for the manufacturer to control the various materials in the shoe, they

cannot control how the consumer will use it. The degradation of the shoe could

change greatly depending on, for example, whether it is worn indoors or out and

whether or not the material is treated. It is desirable for the company to produce a

shoe that can withstand a wide variety of usages and still last a reasonable amount

of time. These experiments can be divided into the next two scenarios.

In scenario (4), the control factors are varied at the SP level. This is the most

common scenario. There are both practical and statistical motivations for this. As

the noise factors can only be controlled artificially in the experimental setting, it is

not uncommon that they tend to be harder to vary and naturally lend themselves

to being WP factors. Since the control factors are the only variables that can be

controlled in practice, they should be of greater interest to us and we value the

greater precision in estimation gained by testing them against the SP error. As we

are attempting to find control factor level settings which are robust to noise, we

wish to put further emphasis on the SP main effects and the WPxSP two-factor

interactions. Thus, we consider SP main effects to be of greater importance than

WP main effects, and assign them word lengths 1 and 1.5, respectively. We also

consider two-factor interactions to have rank order WPxSP, then SPxSP, followed

by WPxWP with lengths 2, 2.5, and 3 respectively. As word lengths are not solely

determined by the number of WP or SP factors in the word, to derive the length of
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higher order words we then consider the aliasing chains that make up a given word.

We do this using the following algorithm:

1. Find all aliasing chains implied by the word.

2. Sum the lengths of both words in the chain.

3. Take the minimum sum and define this as the word length

For example, the word WSS has aliasing chains W=SS and S=WS. Here

length(WSS) = min{length(W)+length(SS), length(S)+length(WS)}
= min{1.5+2.5, 1+2} = 3.

This algorithm is analogous to that used in Zhu (2000) and Bingham and Sitter

(2003), who ranked RPD designs in the FF and FFSP settings, respectively.

In scenario (5) we have the less common situation where the control factors are

at the WP level. It is suggested by Bingham and Sitter (2003) that this scenario

would arise when the experiment is designed specifically to have the control factors

held constant while the noise (SP) factors are varied to represent different levels of

consumer usage. Here we have greater interest in the WP factors as they can be

controlled as well as the WPxSP interactions (to make the control factors robust to

noise) thus we rank WP factors over SP factors, assigning them lengths 1 and 1.5,

respectively. The two factor interactions are ranked in order WPxSP, WPxWP and

SPxSP with lengths 2, 2.5 and 3 respectively. The lengths of higher order words

can be found using the algorithm given for scenario 4.
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Table 2.4: Adjusted Word Lengths of Regular Orthogonal Designs for the Five
Scenarios

Scenario
Words: (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
W 1 1.5 1 1.5 1
S 1 1 1.5 1 1.5
WW 2 3 2 3 2.5
WS 2 2.5 2.5 2 2
SS 2 2 3 2.5 3
WWW 3 4.5 3 4.5 3.5
WWS 3 4 3.5 3.5 3
WSS 3 3.5 4 3 3.5
SSS 3 3 4.5 3.5 4.5
WWWW 4 6 4 6 4.5
WWWS 4 5.5 4.5 5 4
WWSS 4 5 5 4 4
WSSS 4 4.5 5.5 4 5
SSSS 4 4 6 4.5 6
WWWWS 5 7 5.5 6.5 5
WWWSS 5 6.5 6 5.5 5
WWSSS 5 6 6.5 5 5.5
WSSSS 5 5.5 7 5 6.5

Due to the presence of words with fractional lengths, we must once again modify

the EWLP from scenario (1) to rank designs across these scenarios. This is accom-

plished, by scaling the adjustment factor by one half to equally space the adjusted

word lengths between words of length r and r + 1
2
. Thus the EWLP becomes

[
(
g3, g3+ 1

2t
, . . . , g3+ t−1

2t

)
3
,
(
g3.5, g3.5+ 1

2t
, . . . , g3.5+ t−1

2t

)
3.5
, . . . ,

(
gn1+n2 , . . . , gn1+n2+

t−1
2t

)
n1+n2

].

(2.2)

Example: Let us reconsider the 12 run OA in Table 2.3. By selecting columns 1 and

2 to be the WP factors and re-arranging the rows, we can create a nonregular split-plot
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design having n1 = 2, n2 = 2 and a 4:3 structure, as shown in table 2.5. We recall that

this design had indicator function

FA(x1, x2, x3, x4) =
1

16
(12− 4x1x2x3 − 4x1x2x4 + 4x1x3x4 + 4x2x3x4 − 4x1x2x3x4)

The word x1x2x3 has coefficient −412 and is of type WWS. Across the five different

scenarios it has length:

1. 3 +
(
1−

∣∣−4
16 ÷

12
16

∣∣) = 3 + 4
6

2. 4 +
(
4
6

)
× 1

2 = 4 + 4
12

3. 3.5 +
(
4
6

)
× 1

2 = 3 + 1
2 + 4

12 = 3 + 10
12

4. 3.5 +
(
4
6

)
× 1

2 = 3 + 1
2 + 4

12 = 3 + 10
12

5. 3 +
(
4
6

)
× 1

2 = 3 + 4
12

2.3 Cataloging Optimal Designs

As part of this research, optimal designs were cataloged across the five scenarios using

the design structures listed in table 2.2. Having constructed all possible nonregular split-

plot designs from the catalogs of nonisomorphic OAs, these were ranked using the MA

criterion. The results are summarized in Appendices A-E. The designs considered are

briefly discussed below.

N=12 : For N = 12 we considered only balanced designs. Therefore we only consider

2:6 and 4:3 design structures. All of the OAs are projections of the 12-run Hadamard
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Table 2.5: A 12-Run Nonregular Design with n = 4

X1 X2 X3 X4

1 1 -1 1
1 1 -1 -1
1 1 1 -1
-1 1 1 -1
-1 1 -1 1
-1 1 1 1
1 -1 1 1
1 -1 -1 -1
1 -1 1 1
-1 -1 1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1 -1

(Plackett-Burman) matrix and the summary table A1 reports the columns used for WP

factors as well as the projection from the Hadamard matrix used to construct the design.

For the smallest number of factors, n = 5 and n = 6, there two distinct projections whereas

we note that there is a unique projection for n = 4, 7, 8, 9, 10 making the selection of OA

trivial. Throughout the 12-run catalog it is often of no consequence which columns are

selected as the WP factors in determining the MA design across the five scenarios. The

only exceptions occur for n = 7 and 8. For example, for n1 = 1 and n2 = 6, the optimal

design for scenario 1 selects column 1 as the WP factor whereas the optimal design for

scenario 2 selects column 6 as the WP factor. The table of optimal designs can be found

in Table A.1.

N=16 : For N = 16, all of the nonregular split-plot designs considered are projections

of the 5 16-run Hadamard matrices reported in Hall (1961). The tables therefore record

the corresponding Hall matrix, the projection used and which columns were used for the

WP factors. For example, the design reported in Table B.1 as I(1,2,4,8,15), is constructed
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using the first Hadamard matrix, using columns 1, 2, 4, 8, and 15 with column 1 being

selected as the WP factor. In Bingham and Sitter (1999a, 2001), catalogs are provided

for MA 16 run FFSP designs for the basic screening scenario. As these catalogs were

restricted to regular designs, which use a subset of those considered here, the designs in

our catalog always perform as well or better than those of Bingham and Sitter. While, in

many cases, the optimal 16-run design is the MA design from the regular setting, this is

not always the case as especially evident for designs with n ≥ 8. For example, in Table

B.1 (basic screening scenario), the MA design having n1 = 3, n2 = 5 and S = 8 : 2,

has EWLP [(0, 12)3, (0, 7)4, (0, 16)5] and resolution R = 3.5. The regular split-plot design

proposed by Bingham and Sitter (2001) has EWLP [(3, 0)3, (7, 0)4, (4, 0)5] and R = 3, thus

possessing higher aberration. The tables of MA 16-run designs can be found in tables B.1,

B.2, B.3, B.4 and B.5.

N=20 : For N = 20, the OAs considered were from the catalog of Sun et al. (2002).

The majority of these OAs are projections of the 20-run Hadamard matrices but Sun

et al. (2002) note that this is not always the case thus the designs are not recorded as

projections. A point of interest in the basic screening scenario is that all of the designs

have resolution 3.8 which is lower than the resolution in certain cases of the 16-run designs

with corresponding n1 and n2 values. It is slightly counterintuitive that we should have

higher aberration with extra runs but we note that due to the greater number of runs the

precision of estimation will still be greater for the 20-run designs. The tables of generalized

MA designs, for the five scenarios, can be found in tables C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4, and C.5.

N=24 : For N = 24, the catalog of nonisomorphic OAs was not provided in Sun et al.

(2002) due to it being highly computationally demanding. The only published catalog of

24-run OAs is found in Ingram and Tang (2005) which takes projections of the 24-run

Hadamard matrices. However, it was not proven that all nonisomorphic OAs are found
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in these projections and so we compiled an unpublished catalog of such designs using the

algorithm of Sun et al. (2002) for n ≤ 8. In Table 2.6 the list of nonisomorphic designs

for different n values is given. For n = 8, the designs were not checked for isomorphism

as the computation time was prohibitive.

2.4 Comparing Designs To Other Construction

Approaches

An alternative method for constructing nonregular split-plot designs is by means of the

D-optimality criterion. This criterion seeks to minimize the covariance of the parameter

estimates of the design. In the split-plot setting this is accomplished by maximizing the

determinant of the information matrix (the reciprocal of the variance-covariance matrix)

given by M = X′Σ−1X where X is the design matrix. For fixed n1 and n2, Σ is the block

covariance matrix which is given by the following block diagonal matrix having form

Σ =


C 0 . . . 0
0 C . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 . . . C

 (2.3)

Table 2.6: Numbers of Nonisomorphic 24-Run Designs

n 3 4 5 6 7 8
# of designs 4 10 63 1,350 57,389 around 2 million∗
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where 0 is the n2 × n2 zero matrix and C is an n2 × n2 symmetric matrix of the form

C = σ2SP


1 + η η . . . η
η 1 + η . . . η
...

...
. . .

...
η η . . . 1 + η

 , (2.4)

where η is
σ2
WP

σ2
SP

. For computational purposes, we assumed in our calcuations that

η = 1. Under normality assumptions for the random error terms, we estimate the variance-

covariance matrix of the p-parameter least squares regression vector, β to be Cov(β̂) =

(X′Σ−1X)−1 = M−1. A design is said to be D-optimal if the determinant of M is greater

than or equal to that of all other matrices of the same structure.

The statistical software program JMPr is commonly used to find D-optimal designs

in the split-plot setting and is programmed using the algorithm of Jones and Goos (2007).

For given n1, n2 and structure, we compared a selection of our generated MA designs to

the D-optimal designs given by JMPr. These results are summarized in Table 2.7. The

D-efficiency of two designs relative to one another is given by (|M1|/|M2|)1/p which is the

ratio of determinants of the information matrices scaled by the number of parameters p.

With respect to the D-optimality criterion, we found that our designs are between 89% and

100% as efficient as those given by JMPr and thus perform remarkably well. This is not

to say that all generalized MA designs will perform as well, but it does demonstrate that

our construction approach can provide designs that are attractive across several criteria.

In Kulahci (2007), a method is proposed for using projections of Plackett-Burman

designs to construct split-plot designs with 12, 20 and 24 runs having various structures.

A comparison of several designs presented in Kulahci(2007) with ours shows that our

designs are between 96% and 100% D-efficient. However, it should be noted that while
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Table 2.7: A Comparison of the Performance of Select Generalized MA Split-Plot
Designs With Designs Using JMPr

Scenario N n1, n2 S Efficiency
3 16 3,5 8:2 0.885
2 16 2,8 4:4 1
1 20 2,7 4:5 1
4 24 2,5 4:6 1.004
5 24 3,4 8:3 1

the designs of Kulahci (2007) may be slightly more D-efficient in some cases, ours will

always match or exceed those designs in terms of the MA criterion as our methods search

over all possible OAs, not just the projections.

Overall, we can see that split-plot designs are applicable to a nonregular structure and

provide competitive designs to their regular counterparts. Through the computer search

algorithm, globally optimal designs with respect to the generalized MA criterion are now

available for practitioners. This in turn leads to further run size efficiency for split-plot

designs and makes them even more attractive to consider in industrial experimentation.
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Chapter 3

Semifoldover Designs

In chapter 2, we explored split-plot designs in the nonregular setting whereby, we wished

to increase the run size of a standard FFSP design without being restricted run-sizes that

were powers of 2. These runs were performed together as a single experiment, when it

was known in advance, that this information would be needed. However, sometimes it is

necessary to perform follow-up runs after the experiment is complete, in order to collect

more data. For the same reasons, it is often undesirable to have to redo the same number

of initial runs, effectively doubling the size of the initial experiment. As we discussed

in the introduction, this may not be cost efficient. In this chapter, we will explore how

follow-up designs can be constructed in the split-plot context. Such designs will yield

nonregular run sizes, with the runs being separated in time (the initial experiment plus

follow-up).

3.1 Foldover Designs

A 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) split-plot experiment will often be sufficient in size to de-alias lower

order effects (main effects and two-factor interactions) in order to estimate them. There
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are, however, two scenarios that may occur, particularly in designs of lower resolution

where extra runs may be warranted. There may be some particular interactions of known

interest (either through prior information or after analysing the initial data) that cannot

be clearly estimated by the initial experiment or, there may be a large number of low-

order effects in general that are aliased and cannot be estimated. A common technique

to de-alias these factors is to perform a foldover design. This has been explored in the

FF setting; for example, by Box and Wilson (1951), Montgomery and Runger (1996) and

Li and Mee (2002). More recently, the foldover methodology has been extended to the

split-plot setting by McLeod and Brewster (2008) and Almimi et al (2008).

In a foldover design, one or more of the factors from the original design is sign-

reversed to produce a follow-up design. This follow-up design is run after the completion

of the original design. By adding the follow-up design to the initial design, we create the

combined design. This will de-alias all two-factor interactions involving the sign-reversed

factors. Li and Lin (2003) showed that there are 2k − 1 possible core foldover plans in

the FF setting which is analogous to the result of 2(k1−k2) − 1 in the FFSP setting where

a core foldover plan selects only added factors to fold on. Core foldover plans are also the

foldover plans that lead to nonisomorphic foldover designs.

Example: Consider a 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV FFSP design with DCS I = ABCD = ABpq = ACpr =

CDpq = BDpr = BCqr = ADqr and design matrix found in table 3.1. In this design all

main effects are clear, however, all two-factor interactions are aliased with one or more

two-factor interactions, as shown in the aliasing chains below:

I = ABCD = ABpq = ACpr = CDpq = BDpr = BCqr = ADqr

A = BCD = Bpq = Cpr = ACDpq = ABDpr = ABCqr = Dqr

B = ACD = Apq = ABCpr = BCDpq = Dpr = Cqr = ABDqr

C = ABD = ABCpq = Apr = Dpq = BCEpr = Bqr = ACDqr
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D = ABC = ABDpq = ACDpr = Cpq = Bpr = BCDqr = Aqr

P = ABCDp = ABq = ACr = CDq = BDr = BCpqr = ADpqr

q = ABCDq = ABp = ACpqr = CDp = BDpqr = BCr = ADr

r = ABCDr = ABpqr = ACp = CDpqr = BDp = BCq = ADq

AB = CD = pq = BCpr = ABCDpq = ADpr = ACqr = BDqr

AC = BD = BCpq = pr = ADpq = ABCDpr = ABqr = CDqr

AD = BC = BDpq = CDpr = ACpq = ABpr = ABCDqr = qr

Ap = BCDp = Bq = Cr = ACDq = ABDr = ABCpqr = Dpqr

Aq = BCDq = Bp = Cpqr = ACDp = ABDpqr = ABCr = Dr

Ar = BCDr = Bpqr = BCp = ACDpqr = ABDp = ABCq = Dq

Br = ACDr = Apqr = ABCp = BCDpqr = Dp = Cq = ABDq

pqr = ABCDpqr = ABr = ACq = CDr = BDq = BCp = ADp

Suppose that it is initially unclear to the experimenter which effects are most likely

to be driving the process. Therefore, they will be unsure which interactions are the

most important to de-alias. Following the runs of the initial design and subsequent data

analysis, suppose it is found that the effect factor q seems to be large relative to the other

main effects as in the first scenario. By effect heredity, it is more likely that two-factor

interactions involving q will be significant, so it is now of interest to de-alias all two-factor

interactions involving q. This can be accomplished by using a foldover design.

In order to de-alias the two-factor interactions involving q, we may perform a foldover

by folding over on factor q (i.e. sign-reverse the runs in the initial design matrix for factor

q). The foldover design will have DCS I = ABCD = −ABpq = ACpr = −CDpq =

BDpr = −BCqr = −ADqr. Here all terms involving q are now negative (sign-reversed).

The resulting follow-up design is shown in table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: A 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV FFSP Design

Run A B C D p q r
1 + + + + + + +
2 + + + + - - -
3 + + - - + + -
4 + + - - - - +
5 + - + - + - +
6 + - + - - + -
7 + - - + + - -
8 + - - - - + +
9 - + + - + - -
10 - + + - - + +
11 - + - + + - +
12 - + - + - + -
13 - - + + + + -
14 - - + + - - +
15 - - - - + + +
16 - - - - - - -

In the combined design, the two “halves” (initial and foldover design) are analysed as

one full design consisting of two blocks separated in time. To find the DCS, we “add”

the DCS of the original and follow-up design together. All of the negative terms in

the follow-up design will cancel in the DCS of the combined design, giving a DCS of

I = ABCD = ACpr = BDpr. As q does not appear in any of the four letter words, all

alias chains containing two-factor interactions involving q will have no words shorter than

length three appearing. Thus, all two-factor interactions involving q are now clear.

While the foldover design succeeded in de-aliasing our desired two-factor interactions,

there are several criticisms of the method. Mee and Peralta (2000) make the argument

against foldover designs in that they are “degree of freedom inefficient”. That is, for

the number of additional runs in the follow-up experiment, too few of them are used to
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Table 3.2: A Foldover on Factor q of a 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV FFSP Design

Run A B C D p q r
1 + + + + - - +
2 + + + + + + -
3 + + - - - - -
4 + + - - + + +
5 + - + - - + +
6 + - + - + - -
7 + - - + - + -
8 + - - - + - +
9 - + + - - + -
10 - + + - + - +
11 - + - + - + +
12 - + - + + - -
13 - - + + - - -
14 - - + + + + +
15 - - - - - - +
16 - - - - + + -

estimate additional low-order effects. They show that for a resolution IV FF design of size

N , the combined designs typically provide fewer than N
2 degrees of freedom to estimate

additional two-factor interactions. Note that for FFSP designs in particular, runs can

be very costly. The randomization restrictions are often imposed due to the high cost of

materials or time involved in performing the experiment. This often makes conducting

a second experiment of equal size unattractive or infeasible, especially considering the

inefficient use of the additional degrees of freedom provided by the follow-up runs. Note

that, while we have only considered the first scenario, these criticisms apply to both. We

will see an example of the second scenario in Section 3.2.
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3.2 Semifoldover Designs

To deal with this issue, semifolding has been suggested as an alternative in the FF setting

(Barnett et al (1997); John (2000)). In the semifoldover setting, the original design is

augmented with half as many runs as in a foldover design. There are two distinct methods

of constructing semifoldover designs. In one method (for example, Kowalski (2002)), the

additional runs are added to the initial design to create one nonregular design with two

distinct blocks of unequal size separated in time. We will focus our attention on the

alternative method explored in depth for FF designs by Mee and Peralta (2000).

Mee and Peralta (2000) suggested a method, whereby, three regular FF designs are

constructed. The first is the original design, the second is a subset of the original design

(by subsetting on one of the factors) with the additional (semifoldover) runs, and the third

by combining the remaining runs in the original design with the additional (semifoldover)

runs. They offered methods for selecting an appropriate semifoldover design and showed

that it will often lead to de-aliasing as many effects as a foldover design.

To extend this technique to the FFSP setting, we must be judicious in our choice of

variables to subset on. Unlike for FF designs, care must be taken in selecting which factor

to subset on in order to preserve the split-plot structure of the original design. As the

randomization restrictions were initially imposed due to the loss of time or the labour

intensity of changing the WP factors, it is desirable to maintain an identical structure in

the follow-up design.

Example: Let us reconsider the 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV FFSP in Table 3.1. We once again desire

to perform a follow-up design in order to de-alias all of the two-factor interactions involv-

ing q. One such approach, is to sign-reverse factor q, and of those runs, choose those in
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which ABC is positive. That is, we foldover on factor q and subset on ABC+. Table 3.3

shows the initial design with the additional runs.

Table 3.3: A Semifoldover of an Initial 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV Design, Obtained by Folding on

q and Subsetting on ABC+

Run Block A B C D p q r D = ABC
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
2 -1 1 1 1 -1
3 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1
4 -1 1 -1 -1 1
5 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1
6 -1 1 -1 1 1
7 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
8 -1 1 1 -1 -1
9 -1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1
10 -1 1 1 -1 1
11 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
12 -1 1 -1 1 -1
13 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1
14 -1 1 -1 -1 -1
15 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
16 -1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1
18 1 1 1 -1 1
19 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
20 1 1 1 1 1
21 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 1 1 1
22 1 1 -1 -1 1
23 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1
24 1 1 -1 1 1

This design could be considered one of two ways. Firstly, it can be thought of as

a 24-run nonregular design where effects may be partially aliased with one another, as

considered in chapter 2. We, however, will consider it as leading to three distinct FF de-

signs. Each of these will be assessed separately, to determine which two-factor interactions
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involving q are free of aliasing. The designs considered are as follows:

1. The original 16 run design with DCS I = ABCD = ABpq = ACpr = CDpq =

BDpr = BCqr = ADqr

2. The 8 runs of the original design where ABC+ plus the 8 follow-up runs. This

design has DCS I = D = ABC = Bpr = ABCD = ACpr = BDpr = ACDpr

which is found using a computer search algorithm.

3. The 8 runs of the original design where ABC− plus the 8 follow-up runs. This design

has DCS I = ABCD = −Aqr = −Cpq = ACpr = BDpr = −ABDpq = −BCDqr

A program was written in R to find the defining relations of the three designs and

to compute the aliasing chains. A summary of the chains involving main effects and

two-factor interactions can be found in Table 3.4. From this, we can see that five of

the two-factor interactions involving q can be clearly estimated by fraction (ii), while the

sixth and final two-factor interaction involving q, namely Dq, can be clearly estimated

from fraction (iii). This accomplishes our goal of follow-up experimentation, using half as

many additional runs as in the foldover setting. A computer search reveals that there are

98 semifoldover plans which maintain the structure (2 SPs per WP), 56 of which de-alias

6 two-factor interactions and 8 of which de-alias all six two-factor interactions involving

q.

To demonstrate the importance of proper selection of the effect on which to subset,

suppose we had instead decided to subset on Aq+. Table 3.5 shows the additional runs,

extending the initial design. Each run comprises a different WP and, consequently, in the

follow-up experiment the hard to vary factors would have to be reset with each run. This

would destroy the structure of the initial experiment.
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Table 3.4: Semifolding the 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV Design: Alias Structures Corresponding to

the Three 1/8th Fractions

Fraction (i): Fraction (ii): Fraction (iii):

Initial 2(4+3)−(1+2) I = D = ABC = Bpr = ABCD = I = ABCD = −Aqr = −Cpq =

Design ACpr = BDpr = ACDpr ACpr = BDpr = −ABDpq =

−BCDqr

A A = AD = BC A = −qr
B B = BD = AC = pr B

C C = CD = AB C = −pq
D D (confounded with intercept) D (confounded with blocks)

p p = Dp = Br p = −Cq
q q = Dq q = −Ar = −Cp
r r = Dr = Bp r = −Aq
AB = CD = pq Ap = Cr AB = CD

AC = BD = pr Aq AC = BD = pr

AD = BC = qr Ar = Cp AD = BC

Ap = Bq = Cr Bq Ap = Cr

Aq = Bp = Dr Cq Bp = Dr

Ar = Cp = Dq pq Bq

Br = Dp = Cq qr Br = Dp

Dq

3.3 Enumerating Possible Semifoldover Plans

As we have just seen, it is important to take care when selecting a semifoldover plan

for an FFSP design. An important question when performing a search algorithm for an

optimal foldover plan, according to a given criterion, is “How many distinct semifoldover

plans exist for a particular initial design?” There are two important steps in the selection

process that must be considered when enumerating the possible semifoldover plans:
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Table 3.5: A Semifoldover of an Initial 2
(4+3)−(1+2)
IV Design, Obtained by Folding on

q and Subsetting on Aq+ (Excluding the Initial Design)

Run Block A B C D p q r Aq
17 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1
18 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 1
19 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
20 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1
21 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 1
22 1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 1 1
23 1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 1
24 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 1

• The selection of a core foldover plan on which to sign reverse.

• The selection of a factor (or effect) on which to subset.

In the FFSP setting, McLeod and Brewster (2008) adapted the work of Li and Lin

(2003) to show that for a 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) design there are 2(k1+k2) core foldover plans

comprised of added factors. That is, every possible foldover plan is isomorphic to one

of these plans. Thus we need only consider the added factors when selecting a factor

on which to subset. However, when enumerating the possible semifoldover plans, only

2(k1+k2) − 1 core plans will be considered. This is because McLeod and Brewster (2008)

counted the foldover plan where no factor was sign reversed. As such a plan would not

allow additional effects to become clear since the initial design is merely being replicated,

it is not considered.

Once a core foldover plan has been selected, we must then choose half of those runs to

use in the follow-up experiment by subsetting on either the positive or negative fraction of

a selected factor or effect. As demonstrated in example 3.2, care must be taken to preserve

the initial split-plot structure. Assuming a balanced initial design (each SP factor has an
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equal number of runs at the high and low levels within each WP), it is easy to see that

subsetting on at least one SP factor will halve the number of SP’s per WP in the follow-up

design as we would merely be taking either the positive or negative runs from each initial

WP. This creates an unattractive scenario in further analysis due to unequal block sizes

in the block diagonal covariance matrix. It can also create a strain on how the experiment

is conducted by causing WP factors to be reset more often. Thus when selecting an effect

to subset on we prefer to consider only WP factors. This approach will utilize entire WPs

from the initial design for the additional runs. There are 2(n1−k1)−1 possible “WP effects”

to subset on. This is because only the basic factors need be considered as all the added

WP factors are aliased with some combination of WP basic factors. We also subtract one

from the 2(n1−k1) to eliminate subsetting on the identity. As the selected effect can be

subsetted on the positive or negative fraction, this number must be multiplied by two.

This in total gives the following result:

Theorem 3.1. For a given 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) FFSP design, there are (2(k1+k2) − 1) ×

(2(n1−k1) − 1) × 2 distinct semifoldover plans that preserve the split-plot structure of the

initial design.

Using this theorem, we can see how in, example 3.2, we found the total possible

number of semifoldover plans. As it was a 2(4+3)−(1+2) design, there are (2(1+2) − 1) ×

(2(4−1)−1)×2 = (8−1)×(8−1)×2 = 98 possible semifoldover plans, as previously stated.

It was also previously stated that, of those 98 plans, 8 of them de-aliased all two-factor

interactions involving q. We can infer which plans those are from the following result:

Theorem 3.2. A semifoldover design, obtained from a 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) FFSP design, by

folding on a main effect X and subsetting on a WP main effect Y+ (or Y−) will de-alias

all two-factor interactions involving X.
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As there are 4 WP factors in the 2(4+3)−(1+2) design, theorem 3.2 tells us that the

8 plans that de-alias all two factor interactions involving q must be those derived from

folding over on q and subsetting on the high (+) or low (-) levels of A,B,C and D. The

proof of this theorem follows in an analogous fashion to that given by Mee and Peralta

(2000) and John (2000) for completely randomized designs.

A reasonable issue to address when choosing to perform a semifoldover instead of a

foldover design is whether there is any loss in precision of the effect estimates. When

estimating an effect from the semifoldover design, it will be estimated by one of the three

regular FFSP designs created. Each of these are FFSP designs of the same size as the

initial experiment and, as such, effects will be estimated with the same precision as an

effect estimated from the original experiment. The variance for a WP factor in an N -

run FFSP design is given by 1
N (2n2−k2σ2WP + σ2SP ) where 1

N (2n2−k2) is equal to one over

the number of WPs. For effects varied at the SP level the variance is 1
N σ

2
sp. Thus in

our example whole plot effects have variance 1
8σ

2
WP + 1

16σ
2
SP and split-plot effects have

variance 1
16σ

2
SP . In a foldover design, the combined design will have 2N runs and so there

should now be a 1
2N term. As we folded over on SP effect (q), the number of distinct

WPs does not change as the WP factors remained unchanged in the foldover. However,

we must add a one to the exponent of σ2WP in order to compensate for the doubling of

the number of WPS, as a result of the foldover. Therefore, had a foldover been run, the

WP and SP effects would have had variances 1
2N (2n2−(k2−1)σ2WP + σ2SP = 1

8σ
2
WP + 1

32σ
2
SP

and 1
2N σ

2
SP = 1

32σ
2
SP respectively. We observe that, there is some sacrifice in precision by

performing the semifoldover but, it is not a large difference for small SP variances and

can be a reasonable trade off in screening designs.
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3.4 Maximizing the Number of Clear Two Factor

Interactions

As described earlier, there are two possible scenarios practitioners might be confronted

with after performing a screening experiment. In the “unfortunate” scenario there are a

large number of two-factor interactions that are aliased and it is uncertain which may be

of interest. In such an event, there is no specific effect to target which would otherwise give

direction on how to perform the semifoldover. Therefore, the best approach in selecting a

semifoldover plan may be to choose the plan which maximizes the number of two-factor

interactions. Currently the literature does not address how many additional effects may

be found from semifolding a given FFSP design. A computer search algorithm has been

taken in order to obtain these results.

It is assumed in this work that practitioners select their initial FFSP design to possess

the MA criterion which is widely accepted as a good selection criterion in the split-

plot setting (see for example Huang, Chen and Voelkel (1998) and Bingham and Sitter

(1999a, 1999b, 2001)). To this end, the 16- and 32-run resolution IV optimal designs

from the table of Bingham and Sitter (2001) were selected as initial designs to consider

for semifolding.

Using the statistical programming language R, a program was written that takes an

initial FFSP design and produces all possible semifoldover plans. For each such plan, the

program determines the aliasing chains for each of the three regular designs produced

for analysis by the semi-foldover and computes the number of additional clear low-order

effects provided by the designs containing the follow-up runs. These results are then

compared to find the maximum number of de-aliased low-order effects and the number

of semifoldover plans that attain the maximum. The output of the computer search is
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summarized in Tables 3.6 and 3.7.

For the sake of convenience, the tables are structured and ordered in a fashion similar

to the tables found in Bingham and Sitter (2001). The first column denotes the design

whereby a 2(n1+n2)−(k1+k2) FFSP design is denoted by n1.n2; k1.k2. If there are two

nonisomorphic designs with the same number of basic and added WP and SP factors

the first is labeled with an “a” and the second with a “b”. The second column lists the

structure of the original design before semifolding. The third and fourth columns denote

the number of plans that optimize the number of de-aliased two-factor interactions and

the number of de-aliased two-factor interactions respectively. Should the number of two-

factor interactions de-aliased via semifolding differ from the number via folding, the latter

will be listed in brackets.

Table 3.6: Given an MA Resolution IV 16-Run FFSP Design: The Maximum Num-
ber of Additional Clear Two-factor Interactions Provided by Semifolding and Fold-
ing

Initial # of Optimal Max. # of add.

MA FFSP Semifoldover Clear 2fi’s via

Design Structure Plans Semifolding and Folding

1.5;0.2 2 : 8 6 9
2.4;0.2a 4 : 4 12 9
2.4;0.2b 4 : 4 12 9
3.3;0.2 8 : 2 24 9
4.2;1.1 8 : 2 24 9
1.6;0.3 2 : 8 14 6
2.5;0.3 4 : 4 28 6
3.4;0.3 8 : 2 56 6
4.3;1.2 8 : 2 56 6
1.7;0.4 2 : 8 16 7
2.6;0.4 4 : 4 32 7
4.4;1.3 8 : 2 64 7

From observing the tables, we see that semifoldover designs perform nearly as well as
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Table 3.7: Given an MA Resolution IV 32-Run FFSP Design: The Maximum Num-
ber of Additional Clear Two-Factor Interactions Provided by Semifolding and Fold-
ing

Initial # of Optimal Max. # of add.

MA FFSP Semifoldover Clear 2fi’s via

Design Structure Plans Semifolding and Folding

1.6;0.2a 2:16 4 6
1.6;0.2b 2:16 4 6
2.5;0.2a 4:8 12 6
2.5;0.2b 4:8 8 6
2.5;0.2c 4:8 8 6
2.5;0.2d 4:8 8 6
3.4;0.2a 8:4 24 6
3,4;0.2b 8:4 28 6
3.4;0.2c 8:4 24 6
3.4;0.2d 8:4 24 6
4.3;0.2 16:2 56 6
4.3;1.1 8:4 16 6
5.2;1.1a 16:2 48 6
5.2;1.1b 16:2 56 6
1.7;0.3a 2:16 14 6
1.7;0.3b 2:16 12 6
2.6;0.3a 4:8 36 9
2.6;0.3b 4:8 36 9
2.6;0.3c 4:8 24 9
2.6;0.3d 4:8 24 9
3.5;0.3a 8:4 72 9
3.5;0.3b 8:4 72 9
3.5;0.3c 8:4 72 9
3.5;0.3d 8:4 48 9
3.5;0.3e 8:4 48 9
4.4;0.3a 16:2 144 9
4.4;0.3b 16:2 144 9
4.4;1.2 8:4 48 9

foldovers under the criterion. In all instances except two, the semifoldover designs were

able to de-alias the same the number of additional two-factor interactions, with close re-
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Table 3.7 (continued)

Initial # of Optimal Max. # of add.

MA FFSP Semifoldover Clear 2fi’s via

Design Structure Plans Semifolding and Folding

5.3;1.2a 16:2 144 9
5.3;1.2b 16:2 144 9
6.2;2.1 16:2 96 9
1.8;0.4a 2:16 4 15 (16)
1.8;0.4b 2:16 16 13 (16)
2.7;0.4a 4:8 24 16
2.7;0.4b 4:8 24 16
2.7;0.4c 4:8 24 16
3.6;0.4a 8:4 48 16
3.6;0.4b 8:4 48 16
3.6;0.4c 8:4 48 16
4.5;0.4 16:2 96 16
4.5;1.3 8:4 48 16
5.4;1.3a 16:2 96 16
5.4;1.3b 16:2 96 16
6.3;2.2 16:2 96 16
7.2;3.1 16:2 224 6
1.9;0.5 2:16 16 24
2.8;0.5a 4:8 32 24
2,8;0,5b 4:8 32 24
3.7;0.5 8:4 48 24
4.6;0.5 16:2 96 15
4.6;1.4 8:4 64 24
5.5;1.4 16:2 80 24
6.4;2.3 16:2 96 24
7.3;3.2 16:2 96 15
8.2;4.1 16:2 128 18

NOTE: If the maximum number of additional clear two-factor interactions provided by semifolding
and folding differ then the maximum number of additional clear two-factor interactions provided
by folding are presented in parentheses.

sults for the two that did not. This gives further credence to the use of semifoldovers as an
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attractive alternative to foldover designs. Though the search was only performed for one

criterion, the algorithm developed can be altered easily to accommodate other optimality

criterion for split-plot designs. For example, in split-plot experiments it is sometimes

desirable to distinguish between the three types of two-factor interactions (WP×WP,

WP×SP and SP×SP) such as in robust parameter design.

A similar search was attempted using the computer algorithm for resolution III initial

FFSP designs. This investigation revealed that semi-folding does not perform nearly as

well folding in that particular scenario. Mee and Peralta (2000) reported similar find-

ings for completely randomized designs so the result is not surprising for FFSP designs.

However, the use of semifolding may still be advantageous for resolution III initial FFSP

designs in certain scenarios, as the following example illustrates.

Example: Bingham and Sitter (2001) present a case study of an FFSP industrial ex-

periment examining possible causes of wood swelling. In this two-level experiment there

are 8 factors of interest:

• A- wood type

• B- amount of additive 1

• C- amount of additive 2

• D- wood size

• E- moisture

• p- process time

• q- pressure
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• r- material density

Due to restrictions on the batch sizes of wood material, the experiment must be

performed as a split-plot design with factors A − E varying at the WP level and factors

p − r varying at the SP level. This means a design must be selected with n1 = 5 and

n2 = 3. Prior knowledge suggests that the 11 two-factor interactions are likely to be

significant: BC, BD, CD, Cp, Cq, Dp, Dq, Dr, pq, pr and qr. Little is known about the

other interactions except that those involving factor A are unlikely to be significant.

Bingham and Sitter (2001) advocate using a 64-run 2
(5+3)−(1+1)
V design as all two-

factors interactions are aliased with three-factor interactions or higher and are thus clear.

This eliminates any issues of having too many low order effects aliased with one another.

There is a distinct disadvantage to this method as the runs for this experiment are expen-

sive. The authors note that the batches of raw material are “quite expensive relative to

the overall cost of production, and the experiment should require as few batches of raw

material as possible. This means we want as few WP settings as possible.” The design

they select, however, contains 16 distinct WPs.

Recognizing this disadvantage, Bingham and Sitter (2001) contemplated other candi-

date designs having only 32 runs, such as a 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design and a 2

(5+3)−(1+2)
IV design.

However, due to the high level of aliasing amongst low-order effects of high interest it was

decided to perform the resolution V design.

Using semifolding we now demonstrate that there is another alternative to the 2(5+3)−(1+1)

design that uses fewer runs and WPs.

In the selection of a semifoldover design, both the resolution III and IV design could

be considered as initial designs. Both have 32 runs and performing a semifoldover on either

would reduce the number of runs required from 64 to 48. However, the number of WPs
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produced must also be taken into account due to the expense. The 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design

has a 8 : 4 structure whereas the 2
(5+3)−(1+2)
IV design has a 16 : 2 structure. Semifolding

imposes 12 : 4 and 24 : 2 structures on the respective combined designs. As the resolution

III design halves the number of required WPs this will significantly reduce the cost of

the experiment as fewer batches will have to be made. We also note that semifolding the

2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design offers a reduction in the number of WPs required as compared to the

proposed resolution V design which has a 16:4 structure. Thus, if reasonable, it is most

desirable to perform a semifoldover on the 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design.

The 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design has generators D = AB, E = AC and r = BCpq. Using

a computer search algorithm, implemented in R, semifoldover plans that de-aliased the

most low-order effects, and hence more likely to de-alias our specific effects, were identified.

These plans were then analysed individually to see which, if any, would achieve the goals

of the screening experiment. This process identified one semifoldover plan in particular

which we will examine.

Consider the semifoldover plan obtained by folding on factor D and subsetting on B+.

We now consider the three 32-run designs obtained from the 48-run combined design.

These are:

(i) Our initial 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III design having DCS I = ABD = ACE = BCpqr =

BCDE = ACDpqr = ABEpqr = DEpqr

(ii) The 16 runs from the initial design subset on B+ with the 16 follow-up runs having

DCS I = B = ACE = ABCE = Cpqr = AEpqr = BCpqr = ABEpqr

(iii) The 16 runs from the initial design subset on B− with the 16 follow-up runs hav-

ing DCS I = −AD = ACE = −CDE = BCpqr = −BDEpqr = ABEpqr =
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−ABCDpqr

The aliasing chains for these designs are given in Table 3.8. Examining the table, we see

that main effects p, q and r are clearly estimable in at least one of the fractions as well as 10

of the two-factor interactions previously identified as being highly likely to be significant.

Main effects B,C,D and E and the eleventh likely significant two-factor interaction, BD,

are aliased with two-factor interactions involving A. As two-factor interactions involving

A are highly unlikely to be significant, it is reasonable to conclude that the main effects

and BD are the influential factors in the aliasing chain if their estimated effect is large in

subsequent analysis. This accounts for all of the main effects and two-factor interactions

of interest except for main effect A. However, note that in design (ii), we see that A is

aliased with AB and CE. As it is believed that AB is unlikely to be significant we can

discount the possibility of it being the significant effect. There is further potential that

we may be able to discern whether A or CE is the significant effect should its estimated

effect be large. If, in the data analysis, it is determined that main effects C and E are

small, by effect heredity, it is unlikely that CE will be significant thereby indicating that

A is the driving effect in that particular alias chain. Thus, we are likely able to estimate

all of our effects of interest using 12 fewer runs and 4 fewer WPs by using a semifoldover

design in lieu of the resolution V design proposed by Bingham and Sitter (2001). This

was made possible by the availability of prior information concerning the significance of

certain low-order effects.

While this is a great improvement, it should be noted that the usefulness of this ap-

proach is dependent upon the accuracy of the prior information. We have imposed several

critical assumptions on the likelihood of the significance of certain low-order effects prior

to doing any data analysis. Should subsequent experimentation prove the assumptions

to be incorrect, the analysis could be compromised and may lead to the selection of the
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wrong variables effects that are thought to be active in the alias chain.

It is a valid question to explore whether a foldover would have been a useful technique

to consider in this scenario, as opposed to the semi-foldover. We note that, were we to

perform a foldover on the 2
(5+3)−(1+2)
IV design, the foldover would still not be of resolution

V and would still contain 64 runs and 16 WPs. There would no savings in cost and no

gain in resolution, making this an unattractive alternative.

From our research we conclude that, for resolution IV designs, semi-folding is an

attractive alternative to performing foldovers in industrial experimentation when numbers

of runs are at a premium. As well, in specific cases, semifolding resolution III designs

can provide significant savings when prior information is available.
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Table 3.8: Semifolding the 2
(5+3)−(2+1)
III Design: Alias Structures Corresponding to

the Three 1/8th Fractions

Fraction (i): Fraction (ii): Fraction (iii):

Initial 2(5+3)−(2+1) I = B = ACE = ABCE = Cpqr I = −AD = ACE = −CDE
Design = AEpqr = BCpqr = ABEpqr = BCpqr = −BDEpqr

= ABEpqr = −ABCDpqr

A = BD = CE A = AB = CE A = −D = CE

B = AD B (confounded w/ intercept) −B (confounded w/ blocks)

C = AE C = AE = BC C = AE = −DE
D = AB D = BD E = AC = −CD
E = AC E = AC = BE p

p p = Bp q

q q = Bq r

r r = Br AB = −BD
Ap AD(confounded w/ blocks) −AD (confounded w/ intercept)

Ar Ap Ap = −Dp
Aq Aq Aq = −Dq
BC = DE Ar Ar = −Dr
BE = CD CD BC

Bp Cp = qr BE

Bq Cq = pr Bp

Br Cr = pq Bq

Cp DE Br

Cq Dp Cp

Cr Dq Cq

Dp Dr Cr

Dq Ep Ep

Dr Eq Eq

Ep Er Er

Eq pq

Er pr

pq qr

pr

qr
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Chapter 4

Summary

Throughout this thesis, we have emphasized consistently the need to conduct a cost

effective experiment. Split-plot designs are often used in industrial contexts which, by

nature, have high costs associated with the experimental runs. The presence of hard to

vary factors adds a further layer of time and expense. There is a need for techniques

which can help reduce the run size and are both easily adoptable and accessible to the

practitioner. Two such techniques have been presented in the thesis.

In chapter 2 we considered split-plot designs in the nonregular setting. In regular two-

level FF designs, run sizes are necessarily powers of 2. This creates large gaps between

available design sizes. Nonregular designs allow for run sizes which are not powers of

2, giving more flexibility to the size of the experiment. We saw how, through the use

of indicator functions, nonregular FFSP designs could be represented with an extended

word length pattern. Original tables of optimal designs have been presented which could

be easily used by the practitioner. It is demonstrated that the nonregular designs offer

competitive alternatives to regular designs. Also, in the 16-run case, which has both

regular and nonregular designs, the MA nonregular design has, in several instances, higher

resolution than the MA regular design.
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In Chapter 3, split-plot designs were explored in the context of follow-up experimen-

tation. In this situation, it is necessary to perform a second experiment to gather more

information than what was garnered from the initial experiment. A common technique

in the literature is the use of a full foldover design, whereby an equal number of runs are

performed in the follow-up experiment as in the initial experiment. As this approach can

use a considerable amount of time and resources, an alternative method is the use of semi-

foldovers which use half as many runs. While it is relatively commonplace to “semifold”

FF designs, there is little research in the FFSP context. We presented a methodology

for systematically finding optimal semifoldover plans for FFSP designs. In doing this, we

explored how to semifold FFSP designs and proposed a computer search for finding the

globally optimal semifoldover plans. We showed that semifolding often can provide as

many additional clear effects as full foldovers of MA resolution IV designs and, in certain

cases, can be an attractive method for resolution III designs when there is available prior

information that indicates which effects should be targeted.

In the semifoldover chapter, we considered solely the design construction technique

of Mee and Peralta (2000), which treated the follow-up runs as leading to the three

distinct regular designs. As a venue of future research, it would useful to examine the

construction technique similar to the full foldover where both the initial and follow-up

runs are combined to create a combined design. This now creates a nonregular design

with an added block effect as the runs are separated in time. As both techniques lead to

vastly different structures, it would be of interest to compare the two techniques to see

which can lead to the best information in analysis and to see the degree of overlap in the

selection of factors to fold and subset on to produce the optimal designs.
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Appendix A

Catalog of Generalized MA

12-Run Designs
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Table A.1: Generalized MA 12-run Split-Plot Designs For The Five Scenarios

WP factors for 5 scenarios
n n1, n2 S R EWLP Projection (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
4 1,3 2:6 3.67 (0,0,4)3,(0,0,1)4 (1,2,3,4) any 1 column

2,2 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above any 2 columns
5 1,4 2:6 3.67 (0,0,10)3,(0,0,5)4 1(1,2,3,4,5) any 1 column

2,3 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above any 2 columns
6 1,5 2:6 3.67 (0,0,20)3,(0,0,15)4 2(1,2,3,4,5,7) any 1 column

2,4 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above any 2 columns
7 1,6 2:6 3.67 (0,0,35)3,(0,0,35)4 (1,2,. . .,7) 1 6 1 1 7

2,5 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above (1,2) (1,6) (1,2) (1,3) (1,2)
8 1,7 2:6 3.67 (0,0,56)3,(0,0,70)4 (1,2,. . .,8) 1 1 1 1 1

2,6 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above (1,2) (1,7) (1,7) (1,2) (1,7)
9 1,8 2:6 3.67 (0,0,84)3,(0,0,126)4 (1,2,. . .,9) any 1 column

2,7 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above any 2 columns
10 1,9 2:6 3.67 (0,0,120)3,(0,0,210)4 (1,2,. . .,10) any 1 column

2,8 4:3 3.67 same as above same as above any 2 columns

NOTE: The orthogonal arrays are all projections of the the 12-run Plackett-Burman. The resolu-
tion (R) and EWLP correspond to scenario (1) only.
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Appendix B

Catalog of Generalized MA

16-Run Designs
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Table B.1: Generalized MA 16-Run Split-Plot Designs for
the Basic Screening Scenario

n n1, n2 S R EWLP (r: regular design) OA(WP factors in bold)

5 1,4 2:8 5 [(0,0)3,(0,0)4,(1,0)5]
r I(1,2,4,8,15)

2,3 4:4 5 same as above I(1,2,4,8,15)
3,2 4:4 3 [(1,0)3]

r I(1.2,3,4,8)
3,2 8:2 5 [(0,0)3,(0,0)4,(1,0)5]

r I(1,2,4,8,15)
4,1 8:2 3 [(1,0)3]

r I(1,2,3,4,8)

6 1,5 2:8 4 [(0,0)3,(3,0)4]
r I(1,2,4,7,8,11)

2,4 4:4 4 same as above I(1,2,4,7,8,11)
3,3 4:4 3 [(1,0)3,(1,0)4,(1,0)5]

r I(1,2,3,4,8,13)
3,3 8:2 4 [(0,0)3,(3,0)4]

r I(1,2,4,7,8,11)
4,2 8:2 3 [(1,0)3,(1,0)4,(1,0)5]

r I(1,2,3,4,8,13)
5,1 8:2 3 [(2,0)3,(1,0)4]

r I(1,2,3,4,5,8)

7 1,6 2:8 4 [(0,0)3,(7,0)4]
r I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13)

2,5 4:4 4 same as above I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13)
3,4 4:4 3 [(1,4)3,(1,8)4,(1,4)5] II(1,2,4,5,8,11,12)
3,4 8:2 4 [(0,0)3,(7,0)4]

r I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13)
4,3 8:2 3 [(1,4)3,(1,8)4,(1,4)5] II(1,2,4,5,8,11,12)
5,2 8:2 3 [(2,0)3,(3,0)4,(2,0)5]

r I(1,2,3,4,5,8,14)
6,1 8:2 3 [(4,0)3,(3,0)4]

r I(1,2,3,4,5,6,8)

8 1,7 2:8 4 [(0,0)3,(14,0)4,(0,0)5]
r I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14)

2,6 4:4 4 same as above I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14)
3,5 4:4 3 [(1,8)3,(3,16)4,(2,8)5] II(1,2,4,5,8,11,12,15)
3,5 8:2 3.5 [(0,12)3,(7,0)4,(0,16)5] II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,12)
4,4 8:2 3 [(1,8)3,(3,16)4,(2,8)5] II(1,2,4,5,8,11,12,15)
5,3 8:2 3 [(2,6)3,(3,12)4,(2,8)5] II(1,2,4,5,6,8,11,12)
6,2 8:2 3 [(4,0)3,(6,0)4,(4,0)5]

r I(1,2,3,4,5,6,8,15)

9 1,8 2:8 3.5 [(0,16)3,(14,0)4,(0,32)5] II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12)
2,7 4:4 3.5 same as above II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12)
3,6 4:4 3 [(1,18)3,(2,36)4,(2,24)5] III(1,2,4,7,8,9,10,12,14)
3,6 8:2 3.5 [(0,24)3,(3,24)4,(3,24)5] III(2,4,7,8,9,10,11,12,13)
4,5 8:2 3 [(1,20)3,(3,28)4,(2,24)5] III(2,3,4,6,8,9,10,14,15)
5,4 8:2 3 [(2,12)3,(6,24)4,(4,16)5] II(1,2,4,5,6,8,11,12,15)
6,3 8:2 3 [(4,8)3,(6,16)4,(4,16)5] III(1,2,3,4,5,6,8,10,12)

10 1,9 2:8 3.5 [(0,32)3,(10,32)4,(0,64)5] III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13)
2,8 4:4 3.5 [(0,32)3,(10,32)4,(0,64)5] III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13)
3,7 4:4 3 [(1,32)3,(6,40)4,(3,48)5] III(2,3,4,6,8,9,10,11,12,13)
3,7 8:2 3.5 [(0,36)3,(7,36)4,(0,60)5] V(1,2,4,8,9,10,11,12,13,14)
4,6 8:2 3 [(1,32)3,(6,40)4,(3,48)5] III(2,3,4,6,8,9,10,11,12,13)
5,5 8:2 3 [(2,26)3,(6,44)4,(4,46)5] III(2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,11,12)

NOTE: The Roman numerals I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises.
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Table B.1: Generalized MA 16-Run Split-Plot Designs for
the Basic Screening Scenario

n n1, n2 S R EWLP (r: regular design) OA(WP factors in bold)

6,4 8:2 3 [(4,16)3,(10,32)4,(8,32)5] II(1,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,15)

NOTE: The Roman numerals I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises.
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Table B.2: Scenario (2)—Screening: Optimal 16-Run Split-Plot Designs with Em-
phasis on SP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP Projection & OEC #

5 1,4 2:8 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 5
(1,0,0,0)]

2,3 4:4 6 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 10
(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

6 1,5 2:8 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 6
2,4 4:4 4.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 12

(1,0,0,0)]
7 1,6 2:6 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 7

2,5 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 21
(2,0,0,0)]

8 1,7 2:8 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 8
2,6 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0),(8,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 28

(3,0,0,0)]
9 1,8 2:8 3.25 [(0,0,4,0),(0,0,12,0),(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 8

(0,0,16,0),(0,0,16,0)]
2,7 4:8 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,12,0),(7,0,4,0),(7,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 8

(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,16,0)]
10 1,9 2:8 3.25 [(0,0,8,0),(0,0,24,0),(4,0,16,0),(6,0,16,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 6

(0,0,32,0),(0,0,32,0)]
2,8 4:4 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,32,0),(14,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), III(2,4,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 1

(0,0,16,0),(0,0,64,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column entitled “Projection & OEC” summarizes an optimal design by listing its projection
and boldfacing one representative set of optimal eligible columns (OEC). The Roman numerals
I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises. The column labeled “#” states the
number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table B.3: Scenario (3)—Screening: Optimal 16-Run Split-Plot Designs with Em-
phasis on WP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP Projection & OEC #

5 1,4 2:8 7 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 5
(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

2,3 4:4 6.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 10
(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

6 1,5 2:8 5.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 6
(2,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

2,4 4:4 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 12
(2,0,0,0)]

7 1,6 2:8 5.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 7
(4,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)]

2,5 4:4 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 21
(4,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

8 1,7 2:8 5.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 8
(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0)]

2,6 4:4 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 28
(8,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)]

9 1,8 2:8 4.25 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,4,0),(0,0,12,0),(0,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 8
(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,16,0)]

2,7 4:4 4.25 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0),(0,0,8,0),(3,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 12
(8,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0)(0,0,16,0),(0,0,8,0)]

10 1,9 2:8 4.25 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0),(0,0,24,0),(0,0,0,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 6
(4,0,16,0),(6,0,16,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,32,0),(0,0,32,0)]

2,8 4:4 4.25 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,16,0),(1,0,8,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 4
(6,0,16,0),(3,0,8,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,32,0),(0,0,16,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column entitled “Projection & OEC” summarizes an optimal design by listing its projection
and boldfacing one representative set of optimal eligible columns (OEC). The Roman numerals
I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises. The column labeled “#” states the
number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table B.4: Scenario (4)—RPD: Optimal 16-Run Split-Plot Designs with Control
Factors at the SP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP Projection & OEC #

5 1,4 2:8 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 5
(1,0,0,0)]

2,3 4:4 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 10
(1,0,0,0)]

6 1,5 2:8 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 6
2,4 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 3

7 1,6 2:8 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 7
2,5 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(6,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 21

8 1,7 2:8 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 8
2,6 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(11,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 28

9 1,8 2:8 3.25 [(0,0,4,0),(0,0,12,0),(7,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 8
(0,0,16,0),(0,0,16,0)]

2,7 4:4 3.5 [(0,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0),(11,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0), I(1,2,3,4,5,8,9,14,15) 4
(8,0,0,0)]

10 1,9 2:8 3.25 [(0,0,8,0),(0,0,24,0),(4,0,16,0),(6,0,16,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 6
(0,0,32,0),(0,0,32,0)]

2,8 4:4 3.25 [(0,0,8,0),(4,0,8,0),(7,0,24,0),(3,0,8,0), II(1,2,4,5,6,7,8,11,12,15) 4
(8,0,24,0),(0,0,8,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column entitled “Projection & OEC” summarizes an optimal design by listing its projection
and boldfacing one representative set of optimal eligible columns (OEC). The Roman numerals
I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises. The column labeled “#” states the
number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table B.5: Scenario (5)—RPD: Optimal 16-Run Split-Plot Designs with Control
Factors at the WP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP Projection & OEC #

5 1,4 2:8 6.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 5
(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

2,3 4:4 5.5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,8,15) 10
(1,0,0,0)]

6 1,5 2:8 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 6
(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]

2,4 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0)] I(1,2,4,7,8,11) 12
7 1,6 2:8 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 7

(0,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)]
2,5 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(2,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(4,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13) 21

(0,0,0,0),(1,0,0,0)]
8 1,7 2:8 5 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 8

(0,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0)]
2,6 4:4 4 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0),(8,0,0,0), I(1,2,4,7,8,11,13,14) 28

(0,0,0,0),(3,0,0,0)]
9 1,8 2:8 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,12,0),(7,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 8

(0,0,0,0),(7,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0)]
2,7 4:4 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0),(3,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0),(8,0,0,0), II(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) 12

(0,0,8,0),(3,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0)]
10 1,9 2:8 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,8,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,24,0),(4,0,16,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 6

(0,0,0,0),(6,0,16,0),(0,0,32,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,32,0)]
2,8 4:4 3.75 [(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0),(1,0,8,0),(0,0,16,0),(6,0,16,0), III(2,3,4,5,8,9,10,11,12,13) 4

(0,0,16,0),(3,0,8,0),(0,0,32,0),(0,0,0,0),(0,0,16,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column entitled “Projection & OEC” summarizes an optimal design by listing its projection
and boldfacing one representative set of optimal eligible columns (OEC). The Roman numerals
I–V denote from which of Hall’s designs the projection arises. The column labeled “#” states the
number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Appendix C

Catalog of Generalized MA

20-Run Designs
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Table C.1: Scenario (1)—Basic Screening: Generalized MA 20-Run Split-Plot De-
signs

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,5)] 1 5
2,3 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 10

6 1,5 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,1,0)] 1 6
2,4 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 15

7 1,6 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,2,0,33),(0,0,0,11,0),(0,0,0,1,0), 1 14
(0,0,0,0,1)]

2,5 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 42
8 1,7 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,6,0,64),(0,0,0,24,0),(0,0,0,4,0), 1 16

(0,0,0,0,8),(0,0,0,0,1)]
2,6 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 56

9 1,8 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,84),(0,0,18,0,108),(0,0,0,34,0),(0,0,0,12,0), 1 9
(0,0,4,0,32),(0,0,0,0,9)]

2,7 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 36
10 1,9 2:10 3.8 [(0,0,0,0,120),(0,0,30,0,180),(0,0,0,72,0),(0,0,0,30,0), 1 10

(0,0,12,0,108),(0,0,0,0,45),(0,1,0,0,0)]
2,8 4:5 3.8 same as above 1,2 45

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
Under the basic screening scenario, all eligible columns of a 20-run generalized MA design are
optimal. The column labeled “OEC” provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns
from the generalized MA design. The column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are
optimal according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table C.2: Scenario (2)—Screening: Generalized MA 20-Run Split-Plot Designs
with Emphasis on SP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,0,4)] 1 5
2,3 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,3),(0,0,0,0,2), 1,2 10

(0,0,0,0,3)]
6 1,5 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,0,10), 2 2

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,4,0)]
2,4 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,12),(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,0,8), 2,3 1

(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,4 0)]
7 1,6 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,2,0,18), 1 2

(0,0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,7,0)]
2,5 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,20), 1,4 1

(0,0,2,0,8),(0,0,0,9,0),(0,0,0,2,0)]
8 1,7 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,0,0,21),(0,0,3,0,32),(0,0,3,0,32), 1 16

(0,0,0,9,0),(0,0,0,15,0)]
2,6 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,30),(0,0,1,0,20),(0,0,4,0,36), 1,7 6

(0,0,1,2,14),(0,0,0,14,0),(0,0,0,8,0)]
9 1,8 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,0,0,28),(0,0,10,0,60),(0,0,8,0,48), 1 8

(0,0,0,14,0),(0,0,0,20,0)]
2,7 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,0,0,42),(0,0,5,0,37),(0,0,8,0,62), 2,3 1

(0,0,2,5,19),(0,0,0,22,0),(0,0,0,7,0)]
10 1,9 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,84),(0,0,0,0,36),(0,0,18,0,108),(0,0,12,0,72), 1 9

(0,0,0,34,0),(0,0,0,38,0)]
2,8 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,10,0,68),(0,0,16,0,96), 1,2 36

(0,0,4,14,24),(0,0,0,40,0),(0,0,0,18,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column labeled “OEC” provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the
generalized MA design. The column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal
according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table C.3: Scenario (3)—Screening: Generalized MA 20-Run Split-Plot Designs
with Emphasis on WP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:10 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,0), 1 5
(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,1)]

2,3 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,3),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,0,3), 1,2 10
(0,0,0,0,2)]

6 1,5 2:10 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,0), 1 4
(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

2,4 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,12),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,6), 1,4 6
(0,0,0,0,8),(0,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,2,0),(0,0,0,2,0)]

7 1,6 2:10 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,0), 6 1
(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,2,0,13),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

2,5 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10), 2,6 4
(0,0,1,0,19),(0,0,1,0,4),(0,0,0,7,0),(0,0,0,4,0)]

8 1,7 2:10 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,21),(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,0,0,0), 1 16
(0,0,3,0,32),(0,0,3,0,32),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,9,0)]

2,6 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,30),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,1,0,14), 1,7 6
(0,0,4,0,36),(0,0,1,0,14),(0,0,0,8,0),(0,0,0,14,0),(0,0,0,2,0)]

9 1,8 2:10 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,28),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,0,0,0), 9 1
(0,0,8,0,48),(0,0,10,0,60),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,24,0)]

2,7 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,7),(0,0,0,0,42),(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,3,0,18), 1,9 8
(0,0,10,0,60),(0,0,5,0,30),(0,0,0,5,0),(0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,9,0)]

10 1,9 2:20 4.4 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,36),(0,0,0,0,84),(0,0,0,0,0), 10 1
(0,0,12,0,72),(0,0,18,0,108),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,18,0),(0,0,0,54,0)]

2,8 4:5 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,8),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,4,0,24), 1,10 9
(0,0,16,0,96),(0,0,10,0,60),(0,0,0,8,0)(0,0,0,40,0),(0,0,0,24,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column labeled “OEC” provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the
generalized MA design. The column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal
according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table C.4: Scenario (4)—RPD: Generalized MA 20-Run Split-Plot Designs with
Control Factors at the SP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,1)] 1 5
2,3 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,5)] 1,2 10

6 1,5 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,5), 1 4
(0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

2,4 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,12),(0,0,0,0,8),(0,0,0,0,14),(0,0,0,0,1), 1,2 15
(0,0,0,4,0)]

7 1,6 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,2,0,13), 6 1
(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

2,5 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,1,0,29),(0,0,1,0,4), 3,4 4
(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

8 1,7 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,21),(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,3,0,32),(0,0,3,0,32), 1 16
(0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,9,0)]

2,6 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,30),(0,0,0,0,26),(0,0,3,0,52),(0,0,3,0,12), 1,2 4
(0,0,0,23,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]

9 1,8 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,28),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,8,0,48),(0,0,10,0,60), 9 1
(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,24,0)]

2,7 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,42),(0,0,0,0,42),(0,0,13,0,78),(0,0,5,0,30), 1,9 8
(0,0,0,25,0),(0,0,0,9,0)]

10 1,9 2:10 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,36),(0,0,0,0,84),(0,0,12,0,72),(0,0,18,0,108), 10 1
(0,0,0,18,0),(0,0,0,54,0)]

2,8 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,0,0,64),(0,0,20,0,120),(0,0,10,0,60), 1,10 9
(0,0,0,48,0),(0,0,0,24,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column labeled “OEC” provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the
generalized MA design. The column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal
according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Table C.5: Scenario (5)—RPD: Generalized MA 20-Run Split-Plot Designs with
Control Factors at the WP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,4), 1 5
(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1)]

2,3 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,3),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,3),(0,0,0,0,1),(0,0,0,0,2)] 1,2 10
6 1,5 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10), 1 4

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]
2,4 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,12),(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,4),(0,0,0,0,8), 5,6 1

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,1,0,0),(0,0,0,2,0)]
7 1,6 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,20), 6 1

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,2,0,13),(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,1,0)]
2,5 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,5),(0,0,0,0,20),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,0,0,10),(0,0,1,0,19), 2,6 4

(0,0,0,7,0),(0,0,1,0,4),(0,0,0,4,0)]
8 1,7 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,21),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35),(0,0,3,0,32), 1 16

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,3,0,32),(0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,9,0)]
2,6 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,6),(0,0,0,0,30),(0,0,0,0,15),(0,0,1,0,19),(0,0,2,0,38), 5,8 1

(0,0,0,12,0),(0,0,3,0,12),(0,0,0,10,0)]
9 1,8 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,28),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,8,0,48), 9 1

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,10,0,60),(0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,24,0)]
2,7 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,7),(0,0,0,0,42),(0,0,1,0,20),(0,0,2,0,33),(0,0,8,0,62), 6,7 2

(0,0,0,11,0),(0,0,1,0,34),(0,0,0,26,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,5,0)]
10 1,9 2:10 3.9 [(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,36),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,84),(0,0,12,0,72), 10 1

(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,18,0,108),(0,0,0,18,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,54,0)]
2,8 4:5 3.4 [(0,0,0,0,8),(0,0,0,0,56),(0,0,3,0,25),(0,0,4,0,52),(0,0,10,0,102), 6,8 4

(0,0,0,17,0),(0,0,5,0,65),(0,0,0,41,0),(0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,14,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
The column labeled “OEC” provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the
generalized MA design. The column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal
according to the corresponding ranking scheme.
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Appendix D

Catalog of optimal 24-run designs
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Table D.1: Scenario (1)—Basic Screening: Generalized MA 24-Run Split-Plot De-
signs

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:12 4.67 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)] 1 5
2,3 4:6 4.67 same as above 1,2 10
3,2 8:3 4.67 same as above 1,2,3 10

6 1,5 2:12 4.67 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)] 1 6
2,4 4:6 4.67 same as above 1,2 15
3,3 8:3 4.67 same as above 1,2,3 20

7 1,6 2:12 4.67 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 7
(0,0,1,0,0,0)]

2,5 4:6 4.67 same as above 1,2 21
3,4 8:3 4.67 same as above 1,2,3 35

8 1,7 2:12 4.67 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,70,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0) 1 8
,(0,0,4,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]

2,6 4:6 4.67 same as above 1,2 28
3,5 8:3 4.67 same as above 1,2,3 56

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
All eligible columns of a 24-run generalized MA design are optimal. The column labeled “OEC”
provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the generalized MA design. The
column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding
ranking scheme.
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Table D.2: Scenario (2)—Screening: Generalized MA 24-Run Split-Plot Designs
with Emphasis on SP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0),(0,0,0,0,4,0)] 1 5
2,3 4:6 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,2,0), 1,2 10

(0,0,0,0,3,0)]
3,2 8:3 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 10

(0,0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,0,2,0)]
6 1,5 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0),(0,0,0,0,10,0)] 1 12

2,4 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0),(0,0,0,0,8,0), 1,2 30
(0,0,0,0,6,0)]

3,3 8:3 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0) 1,2,3 40
,(0,0,0,0,9,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0)]

7 1,6 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,0,20,0), 1 7
(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,8,0)]

2,5 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0),(0,0,0,0,20,0), 1,2 21
(0,0,0,0,10,0)]

3,4 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0),(0,0,0,0,12,0), 1,2,3 35
(0,0,0,0,18,0),(0,0,0,0,4,0)]

8 1,7 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0)] 1 8
2,6 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,0,40,0), 1,2 28

(0,0,0,0,15,0)]
3,5 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0),(0,0,0,0,30,0) 1,2,3 56

(0,0,0,0,30,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
All eligible columns of a 24-run generalized MA design are optimal. The column labeled “OEC”
provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the generalized MA design. The
column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding
ranking scheme.
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Table D.3: Scenario (3)—Screening: Generalized MA 24-Run Split-Plot Designs
with Emphasis on WP Effects

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:12 5.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 5
(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]

2,3 4:6 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 10
(0,0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,0,2,0)]

3,2 8:3 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,2,0) 1,2,3 10
,(0,0,0,0,3,0)]

6 1,5 2:12 5.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 12
(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

2,4 4:6 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 30
(0,0,0,0,6,0),(0,0,0,0,8,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]

3,3 8:3 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0), 1,2,3 40
(0,0,0,0,9,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0)]

7 1,6 2:12 5.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 7
(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)]

2,5 4:6 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 21
(0,0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

3,4 8:3 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,4,0), 1,2,3 35
(0,0,0,0,18,0),(0,0,0,0,12,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]

8 1,7 2:12 5.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 8
(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0)]

2,6 4:6 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 28
(0,0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,0,40,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)]

3,5 8:3 4.83 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0), 1,2,3 56
(0,0,0,0,30,0),(0,0,0,0,30,0)(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
All eligible columns of a 24-run generalized MA design are optimal. The column labeled “OEC”
provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the generalized MA design. The
column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding
ranking scheme.
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Table D.4: Scenario (4)—RPD: Generalized MA 24-Run Split-Plot Designs with
Control Factors at the SP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)] 1 5
2,3 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0)] 1,2 10
3,2 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 10

(0,0,0,0,2,0)]
6 1,5 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)] 1 12

2,4 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,14,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)] 1,2 30
3,3 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,12,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 40

(0,0,0,0,3,0)]
7 1,6 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)] 1 7

2,5 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,30,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)] 1,2 21
3,4 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,30,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0), 1,2,3 35

(0,0,0,0,4,0)]
8 1,7 2:12 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0)] 1 8

2,6 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,55,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)] 1,2 28
3,5 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,60,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0), 1,2,3 56

(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
All eligible columns of a 24-run generalized MA design are optimal. The column labeled “OEC”
provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the generalized MA design. The
column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding
ranking scheme.
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Table D.5: Scenario (5)—RPD: Generalized MA 24-Run Split-Plot Designs with
Control Factors at the WP Level

n n1, n2 S R EWLP OEC #

5 1,4 2:12 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 5
(0,0,0,0,4,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]

2,3 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,3,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 10
(0,0,0,0,2,0)]

3,2 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)] 1,2,3 10
6 1,5 2:12 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 12

(0,0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]
2,4 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,6,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 30

(0,0,0,0,8,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]
3,3 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,12,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 40

(0,0,0,0,3,0)]
7 1,6 2:12 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1 7

(0,0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)]
2,5 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,10,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 21

(0,0,0,0,20,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]
3,4 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,22,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 35

(0,0,0,0,12,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,1,0)]
8 1,7 2:12 5.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0) 1 8

(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0)]
2,6 4:6 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2 28

(0,0,0,0,40,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,15,0)]
3,5 8:3 4.33 [(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,35,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0), 1,2,3 56

(0,0,0,0,30,0),(0,0,0,0,0,0),(0,0,0,0,5,0)]

NOTE: For given values of n1 and n2, the columns entitled S, R and EWLP provide the structure,
resolution and extended word length pattern, respectively, of a design possessing generalized MA.
All eligible columns of a 24-run generalized MA design are optimal. The column labeled “OEC”
provides one representative set of optimal eligible columns from the generalized MA design. The
column labeled “#” states the number of designs that are optimal according to the corresponding
ranking scheme.
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Appendix E

Sample Code: RPD 24-Run

Split-Plot Designs with Control

Factors at the SP Level and 1 WP
Factors
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###Code to find the top 3 minimum aberation designs from a table

###of 24 nonregular split plot designs

getMA<-function()

{

A<-as.matrix(read.table("57-58.1pg"))

max<-length(A[,1])/24

n<-length(A[1,])

#Function to extract coefficients of the indicator function

#Let M denote the matrix under question

getcoeff<-function(n,M)

{

#Create a blank vector to store co-efficients

cof<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

#Function to get sums of 2fi

get2fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-1))

{

for(j in (i+1):n)
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{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j])/2^n)

v[count]<-num

count<-(count+1)

}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 3fi

get3fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-2))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-1))

{

for(k in (j+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k])/2^n)

v[(count+ choose(n,2))]<-num

count<-(count + 1)

}
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}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 4fi

get4fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-3))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-2))

{

for(k in (j+1):(n-1))

{

for(l in (k+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l])/2^n)

v[(count+ choose(n,2) + choose(n,3))]<-num

count<-(count+1)

}

}
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}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 5fi

get5fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-4))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-3))

{

for(k in (j+1):(n-2))

{

for(l in (k+1):(n-1))

{

for(m in (l+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l]*M[,m])/2^n)

v[(count + choose(n,2) + choose(n,3) + choose(n,4))]<-num

count<-(count+1)
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}

}

}

}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 6fi

get6fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-5))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-4))

{

for(k in (j+1):(n-3))

{

for(l in (k+1):(n-2))

{

for(m in (l+1):(n-1))

{
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for(p in (m+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l]*M[,m]*M[,p])/2^n)

v[(count + choose(n,2) + choose(n,3) + choose(n,4) + choose(n,5))]<-num

count<-(count + 1)

}

}

}

}

}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 7fi

get7fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-6))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-5))

{
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for(k in (j+1):(n-4))

{

for(l in (k+1):(n-3))

{

for(m in (l+1):(n-2))

{

for(p in (m+1):(n-1))

{

for(q in (p+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l]*M[,m]*M[,p]*M[,q])/2^n)

v[(count + choose(n,2) + choose(n,3) + choose(n,4) + choose(n,5)

+ choose(n,6))]<-num

count<-(count + 1)

}

}

}

}

}

}

}

v

}
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#Function to get sums of 8fi

get8fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-7))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-6))

{

for(k in (j+1):(n-5))

{

for(l in (k+1):(n-4))

{

for(m in (l+1):(n-3))

{

for(p in (m+1):(n-2))

{

for(q in (p+1):(n-1))

{

for(r in (q+1):n)

{
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num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l]*M[,m]*M[,p]*M[,q]*M[,r])/2^n)

v[(count + choose(n,2) + choose(n,3) + choose(n,4) + choose(n,5)

+ choose(n,6) + choose(n,7))]<-num

count<-(count+1)

}

}

}

}

}

}

}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 9fi

get9fi<-function(n,M)

{

count<-1

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

for(i in 1:(n-8))

{

for(j in (i+1):(n-7))

{
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for(k in (j+1):(n-6))

{

for(l in (k+1):(n-5))

{

for(m in (l+1):(n-4))

{

for(p in (m+1):(n-3))

{

for(q in (p+1):(n-2))

{

for(r in (q+1):(n-1))

{

for(s in (r+1):n)

{

num<-(sum(M[,i]*M[,j]*M[,k]*M[,l]*M[,m]*M[,p]*M[,q]*M[,r]

*M[,s])/2^n)

v[(count+ choose(n,2) + choose(n,3) + choose(n,4) + choose(n,5)

+ choose(n,6) + choose(n,7) + choose(n,8))]<-num

count<-(count + 1)

}

}

}

}
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}

}

}

}

}

v

}

#Function to get sums of 10fi

get10fi<-function(n,M)

{

v<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

num<-(sum(M[,1]*M[,2]*M[,3]*M[,4]*M[,5]*M[,6]*M[,7]*M[,8]*M[,9]

*M[,10])/2^n)

v[(choose(n,2)+ choose(n,3) + choose(n,4) + choose(n,5)

+ choose(n,6) + choose(n,7) + choose(n,8) + choose(n,9)+1)]<-num

v

}

#Fill co-efficient matrix

if(n>=5)

{

cof<- cof + get2fi(n,M) + get3fi(n,M) + get4fi(n,M) + get5fi(n,M)

}

if(n>=6)

{
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cof<- cof + get6fi(n,M)

}

if(n>=7)

{

cof<- cof + get7fi(n,M)

}

if(n>=8)

{

cof<- cof + get8fi(n,M)

}

if(n>=9)

{

cof<- cof + get9fi(n,M)

}

if(n==10)

{

cof<- cof + get10fi(n,M)

}

cof

}

wlp<-function(n,cof)

{

#Function to get wordlengths from a given indicator function

getlengths<-function(n,cof)
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{

#Function to get the number of factors in the word by position in vector

getnumfact<-function(n,i)

{

if(1<=i && i<=choose(n,2))

{

a<-2

}

if(choose(n,2)< i && i<=(choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)))

{

a<-3

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3))<i && i<=(choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)

+ choose(n,4)))

{

a<-4

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4))<i && i<=(choose(n,2)

+choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)))

{

a<-5

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5))<i && i<=

(choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)))
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{

a<-6

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6))

<i && i<=(choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)))

{

a<-7

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)

+choose(n,7))<i && i<=(choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)

+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)))

{

a<-8

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)

+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8))<i && i<=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)

+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+ choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)

+choose(n,9)))

{

a<-9

}

if((choose(n,2) +choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)

+choose(n,7) +choose(n,8)+choose(n,9))<i && i<=(choose(n,2)

+choose(n,3)+ choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)+choose(n,6)
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+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

{

a<-10

}

a

}

#Create vector to store lengths

a0<-(24/2^n)

m<-length(cof)

lengths<-vector(length=m)

for(i in 1:m)

{

#If non-zero coefficient, determine word length

if(cof[i]!=0)

{

n1<-getnumfact(n,i)

lengths[i]<-(n1+1-abs(cof[i])/a0)

}

}

lengths

}

#Get word length vector

m<-length(cof)

lengths<-getlengths(n,cof)
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#function to create word length pattern (wlp) vector

getwlp<-function(n,m,lengths)

{

#create vector to store wlp

pattern<-vector(length=(6*(n-1)))

#Check each word in lengths for the word’s length

for(i in 1:m)

{

#If length non-zero, increase the cell in the wlp corresponding

#to that length

if(lengths[i]!=0)

{

int<-floor(lengths[i])

dec<-(lengths[i]-int)

pos<-(6*(int-2)+1+6*dec)

pos<-round(pos)

pattern[pos]<-(pattern[pos]+1)

}

}

pattern

}

pattern<-getwlp(n,m,lengths)

pattern
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}

#function to check which of two wlp’s has the MA criterion

checkMA<-function(pi,pattern)

{

p<-pi

size<-(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10))

w<-0

#compare each cell of pattern to pi

for(i in 1:size)

{

if(w==0)

{

if(any(p!=pattern))

{

#as soon as an element of pattern is less than pi, conclude pi MA

if(pattern[i]<p[i])

{

w<-1

}

#as soons as an element of pi is less than pattern, switch with p

# and conclude MA

if(p[i]<pattern[i] && w!=1)

{
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k<-p

p<-pattern

pattern<-k

w<-1

}

}

}

}

pattern

}

#function to sort matrix into 24 row subsets

sorting<- function(n,max)

{

#Create blank vectors and matrices to store the top 5 MA designs

p1<-vector(length=6*(n-1))

p2<-vector(length=6*(n-1))

m1<-vector(length=(24*n))

m2<-vector(length=(24*n))

M1<-matrix(data=m1, nrow=24, ncol=n, byrow=TRUE)

M2<-matrix(data=m2, nrow=24, ncol=n, byrow=TRUE)

c1<-0

c2<-0
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I1<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

I2<-vector(length=(choose(n,2)+choose(n,3)+choose(n,4)+choose(n,5)

+choose(n,6)+choose(n,7)+choose(n,8)+choose(n,9)+choose(n,10)))

design1<-0

design2<-0

#Function to retrieve next design from matrix A

getdesign<-function(n,A,i)

{

m<-vector(length=24*n)

M<-matrix(data=m, nrow=24, ncol=n, byrow=FALSE)

#Fill empty matrix M with the next 24 rows of matrix A to get new

#design

for(j in 1:24)

{

M[j,]<-A[(24*(i-1)+j),]

}

M

}

#Start count for number of runs. z for "good"

z<-0

#design=0 if first file from group, else enter correct design starting

#number
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design<-0

#Cycle through all possible designs contained in matrix A

for(i in 1:max)

{

#Get the next design and determine it’s wlp

M<-getdesign(n,A,i)

design<-design+1

z<-z+1

text<-"this is design"

print(text)

print(z)

#print(M)

cof<-getcoeff(n,M)

#print(cof)

pattern<-wlp(n,cof)

text<-"It had word length"

print(text)

print(pattern)

end<-0

#if no designs have been considered yet, pattern is p1

if(sum(p1)==0)

{

p1<-pattern

M1<-M

I1<-cof
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c1<-1

design1<-design

end<-1

}

#if p1 is filled

if(end!=1 && sum(p1)!=0 && any(M1!=M))

{

test<-checkMA(p1,pattern)

#if pattern is p1, increase count

if(all(pattern==p1))

{

c1<-c1+1

end<-1

}

#if pattern is MA, make it p1, shuffle other pi’s

if(end!=1 && all(pattern==test) && any(p1!=pattern))

{

k<-p1

p1<-pattern

p2<-k

c2<-c1

c1<-1

k<-I1

I1<-cof
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I2<-k

k<-M1

M1<-M

M2<-k

k<-design1

design1<-design

design2<-k

end<-1

}

#if p1 is MA, move to test against p2

if(end!=1&& all(test==p1) && any(p1!=pattern))

{

#if p2 empty, fill with pattern

if(sum(p2)==0)

{

p2<-pattern

M2<-M

I2<-cof

c2<-1

design2<-design

end<-1

}

#if p2 non-empty

if(end!=1 && sum(p2)!=0 && any(M2!=M))
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{

test<-checkMA(p2,pattern)

#if p2=pattern, increase count

if(all(pattern==p2))

{

c2<-(c2+1)

end<-1

}

#if pattern is MA, make p2, shuffle other pi’s

if(end!=1 && all(test==pattern) && any(p2!=pattern))

{

p2<-pattern

c2<-1

I2<-cof

M2<-M

design2<-design

end<-1

}

}

}

}

text<-"I’ve decided p1 is"
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print(text)

print(p1)

print(c1)

text<-"I’ve decided p2 is"

print(text)

print(p2)

print(c2)

}

text<-"The last design was"

print(text)

print(design)

list("The MA design is"=M1, "It has indicator function"=I1,

"It has word length pattern"=p1, "It was design"=design1,

"There are this many designs with this word length pattern"=c1,

"The next MA design is"=M2,"It has indicator function"=I2,

"It has word length pattern"=p2, "It was design"=design2,

"There are this many designs with this word length pattern"=c2)

}

sorting(n,max)

}
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